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Abstract 
This thesis describes a methodology for semi-automatic grammar induction 
from unannotated corpora in a restricted domain. The grammar contains 
both semantic and syntactic structures, which are conducive towards spo-
ken/natural language understanding. Our work aims to ameliorate the re-
liance of grammar development on expert handcrafting or the availability 
of annotated corpora. To strive for reasonable coverage on real data, as 
well as portability across domains and languages, we adopt a statistical ap-
proach. Our approach is also amenable to the optional injection of prior 
knowledge to aid grammar induction, and subsequent hand-editing for gram-
mar refinement. This constitutes the semi-automatic nature of the approach. 
Experiments with the ATis (Air Travel Information Service) corpus showed 
positive results in semantic parsing, when compared to an entirely hand-
crafted grammar. Language portability is tested on Cantonese Chinese which 
also showed an encouraging result. Initial work on a bi-directional machine 
translation proved the potential use of the semi-automatically generated par-
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Computers are becoming an indispensable part of our daily lives. Different 
kinds of information, e.g. those from the World Wide Web (WWW), can be 
retrieved using computers, and many services such as online shopping and 
bill payment can be transacted through the computers as well. As a result, 
there is an incentive to enable more natural and convenient human-computer 
communication. One possibility is the use of natural language (NL). Aside 
from body language such as gesture and facial expression, NL is a basic way 
for human-human communication. Furthermore, speaking is also much faster 
than typing, especially for the Chinese language. 
The use of natural language, i.e. to ask verbal questions just as we do 
in human-human communication, enables a broad range of users to consult 
computers for information in a variety of application domains. Natural lan-
guage understanding (NLU) is the key technology which enables the human-
computer interface to process natural language input. NLU can be applied 
as front-end technology to a search engine in the Web. This can also allow 
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both technical and non-technical users to conduct advanced searches (more 
powerful than keyword searches) with special training and rote memorization 
of syntax, e.g. boolean expressions. NLU technology can also be incorpo-
rated with a speech recognition engine to support spoken natural language 
understanding (SLU) in a human-computer conversational system, which can 
handle the user's queries in a spoken form. 
NLU involves the extraction of key concepts from the query, as well as 
inferring the informational goal(s) therein. State-of-the-art NLU technolo-
gies are typically applied to restricted domains in order to limit the scope of 
understanding and reduce ambiguity. Most approaches require a grammar 
for parsing the input queries to acquire their semantics [3, 23]. Traditionally, 
the grammar is often hand-crafted by a grammarian and / or a knowledge 
expert who is familiar with a specific domain. Sentences are parsed from the 
rules using parsing tool such as the TINA parser in [50] and the Recursive 
Transition Network chart parser in [23]. The key concepts are captured and 
the informational goal is in turn obtained by direct mapping according to 
heuristics designed by knowledge domain expert. Due to the extensive hand-
crafting and heuristics design in defining the grammar, developing an NLU 
component for a new domain or a new language often involves significant 
time and effort on the part of experts. This forms a major bottleneck in the 
development of spoken / natural language understanding systems. Further-
more, there is no guarantee that the hand-crafted grammar will have a good 
coverage of real data when deployed in a real application. Also, there is no 
criterion for preventing the hand-crafted grammar from over-generalization. 
2 
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Natural language, especially in spoken form, is rife with ungrammatical con-
structs and disfluencies. This may be further complicated with imperfect 
transcriptions from speech recognition errors. 
To get rid of the daunting grammar writing process, an alternative ap-
proach is automation by means of corpus-based grammar induction. Corpus-
based approaches are desirable, in that the grammar can model real data 
closely. Automatic grammar induction for language modeling has been stud-
ied by Chen [11], as well as McCandless and Glass [36]. Chen demonstrated 
that the resultant grammar-based language model outperformed the n-gram 
language model in a moderate-sized task. The use of data-driven strategies 
for na tu ra l unders tand ing can be found in the CHRONUS stochast ic concept 
decoder [47], and the hidden understanding model (HUM) in [40]. How-
ever, these approaches required that the corpora be annotated with domain-
dependent semantic tags, or domain-independent syntactic tags [16, 35].i 
Various grammar induction algorithms can automatically capture patterns 
in which syntactic structures and semantic categories interleave into a mul-
titude of surface forms. However, hand-annotation of corpora may be costly 
and it falls into a similar problem as hand-crafting a grammar. 
We attempt to devise a methodology to semi-automatically capture lan-
guage structures from unannotated corpora. These structures need to be 
conducive towards language understanding. Similar work is found in [1], 
where grammar fragments were automatically acquired for classifying the 14 
call types in AT&T “How May I Help Yow?，，task. Ours is a statistical, data 
ie.g. part-of-speech tags, as in the Penn Treebank [35], and the tagged Brown Corpus [16]. 
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driven approach which is inspired by previous work on language modeling 
for speech recognition by McCandless and Glass [36]. We wish to extend 
this framework for the current task of natural language understanding. The 
resultant grammar from our clustering algorithm should contain language 
structures that tightly couple semantics with syntax. Our approach is also 
amenable to the optional injection of prior knowledge to aid grammar induc-
tion. Obvious rules / semantic categories can be seeded before the grammar 
induction process. Also subsequent hand-editing for grammar refinement 
constitutes the semi-automatic nature of our approach. We aim to expe-
dite the process of grammar design for natural language understanding in a 
prescribed domain, to ease portability across different application task do-
mains and languages. We conceive of several desirable features for such a 
methodology: 
i. It may be corpus-based, but should ameliorate reliance on annotated 
corpora. 
ii. It should be easily portable across different restricted domains, as well 
as across languages. 
iii. The output grammar should have reasonable coverage ofdomain-spedfic 
data, and reject out-of-domain data. 
iv. The output grammar should be intuitive, and amenable to interactive 
refinement by a human. 
V. The process should accommodate the optional injection of prior knowl-
edge to aid grammar induction. 
4 
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1.1 Thesis Outline 
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes some previous work in 
tackling the problems of interest in natural language understanding, grammar 
induction and machine translation. Chapter 3 details our statistical, data-
driven approach, which makes use of divergence and mutual information as 
distance measures. Chapter 4 recounts the application of our approach in 
the ATIS (Air Travel Information Service) domain. Chapter 5 demonstrates 
the language portability of our approach to Cantonese Chinese. Chapter 
6 presents the extension of parallel automatically generated grammars to 
example-based bi-directional machine translation. Conclusions and future 




2.1 Natural Language Understanding 
Natural language understanding (NLU) for restricted domains has been an 
active area of research since the late 1980's. Besides speech recognition (SR), 
NLU forms a core component in spoken language systems (SLS), most of 
which are developed as question-answering systems within the dialog con-
text of a human-computer conversation. Research in NLU was spurred by 
the launch of the DARPA Spoken Language Systems (SLS) program in the 
United States, as well as the Esprit SUNDIAL (Speech Understanding and 
DIALog) and SUNSTAR i programs in Europe [17，62]. Related projects re-
sulted in the development of SLU components for a number of restricted do-
mains that correspond to real applications. The domains range from air travel 
(e.g. The Air Travel Information Services, ATIS; PEGASUS) [48, 64], train 
schedules (e.g. Railway Telephone Information Service, RAILTEL; ESPRIT 
iSUNSTAR focuses on the integration and design of speech understanding interfaces. 
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Multimodal-Multimedia Automated Service Kiosk, MASK) [4, 29], restaurant 
guide (e.g. The Berkeley Restaurant Project, BeRP) [24], ferry timetables 
(e.g. WAXHOLM) [6], weather information [63] and electronic automobile 
classifieds [37]. The languages concerned include English and a variety of 
European languages. Similar research was also initiated recently for Man-
darin Chinese in the navigation [56] and banking domains [32] as well as 
Cantonese Chinese in foreign exchange enquiry [39 . 
There are generally two streams in NLU 一 one is primarily rule-based, 
while the other mainly data-driven. However, there is no harsh distinction 
between them. Each has its pros and cons, and ideas and techniques continue 
to cross-pollinate between the two approaches. 
2.1.1 Rule-based Approaches 
Rule-based approaches generally involve hand-engineering a grammar [6， 
24, 50] to be used in parsing (with chart parsers, GLR parsers, finite-state 
parsers, etc.). Grammars may handle syntax only, semantics only, or a mix-
ture of both. In systems where parsing only involves syntax checking [33], 
understanding (semantic checking) is performed by a "semantic interpreter" • 
This maps the content words in the parsed constituents into meaningful en-
tries in the semantic frame, and the mapping is also based on hand-engineered 
heuristics. Parsing with a grammar which intermixes syntax and semantics 
.50] produces a parse tree whose non-terminals may be directly mapped into 
entries in the semantic frame. To handle disfluencies in spoken queries, robust 
parsing [30, 52] allows the production of a partial parse from fragments of the 
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input, as well as the skipping of non-sensical filled pauses and false starts. 
In [52], parsed fragments are individually converted to semantic frames, and 
these are subsequently combined by hand-designed heuristics to produce an 
overall semantic frame for the entire input. An emerging trend for tackling 
robustness is to write purely semantic grammars [21, 25，57]. These systems 
gain flexibility by spotting key words and phrases in a query as semantic 
fragments, which are later combined according to handcrafted heuristics. 
The rule-based approach has been demonstrated in a number of systems 
to achieve NLU for restricted domains. However, handcrafting a grammar 
using heuristics remains an expensive process which requires substantial ex-
pertise and time. As the rules need to capture domain-specific knowledge, 
pragmatics, semantics and syntactics altogether, it is difficult to write a rule-
set that has good coverage of real data without becoming unwieldy. Further-
more, expansion of the scope of the domain, or migration to other domains, 
often requires significant effort [29]. The only leverage is to reuse portions of 
prior grammars for new domains whenever appropriate [51 . 
2.1.2 Stochastic Approaches 
This approach attempts to decode the semantics of an input query by means 
of a stochastic model. Examples ofthis approach include the AT&T-CHRONUS 
46], BBN-HUM [49], and the LIMSI-CNRS systems [41]. Semantic decoding 
is accomplished by searching for some meaning M such that P ( M | W ) is 
maximized for the word sequence W. This approach involves learning the 
correspondences between designated semantic labels (concepts) and words 
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from a large annotated corpus. A suite of modeling techniques have been 
applied. For example, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) were used [41, 46], 
where words are modeled as observations and concepts are the hidden states. 
Probabilistic recursive transition networks were also used [49], where un-
derstanding involves searching through the state space for the "best" path, 
which corresponds directly to a meaning tree. In addition, an information-
theoretic source-channel model [15] has been used to map spoken language 
into a formal language especially designed to represent meaning. Finally, 
decision trees were grown stochastically with reference to annotated training 
data [26 . 
Stochastic approaches attempt to circumvent the tedium and expertise 
required in handcrafting grammar rules. Since model parameters are es-
timated directly from training data, these approaches tend to have good 
data coverage. However, stochastic modeling has a critical demand for large 
training corpora annotated with semantic units or concepts, and performance 
degrades drastically with sparse training data problems. Therefore, the prob-
lems with these approaches are that manual annotation is costly, and the ac-
quisition of sufficient amounts of training data may be formidable for some 
knowledge domains, e.g. the Yellow Pages. 
2.1.3 Phrase-Spotting Approaches 
This is an approach that has emerged in some recent work. It involves 
the process of automatic phrase extraction using some association / simi-
larity measures, such as Mutual Information and Kullback-Liebler distance. 
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Some of these are considered to be "salient" phrases that are "significant 
and frequently co-occurring patterns relevant to the domain-specific sub-
ject" . T h e s e phrases are clustered into "grammar fragments" in [1], which 
are subsequently used for call-type classification in AT&T's “How May I 
Help You?'' telephone application. Call-type classification is achieved by 
computing and maximizing the association probabilities between the gram-
mar fragment and various call-types. Alternatively, call-type classification 
may be achieved by vector-based information retrieval techniques applied to 
keywords [9] • The phrase-spotting approach is also used in a Chinese system 
for telephone directory assistance in the banking domain [59]. In this work 
the extracted phrases are clustered and each cluster is labeled with a concept 
tag name. 
2.2 Grammar Induction 
A grammar of a particular language comprises a set of rules which specify 
how to form and interpret phrases and sentences in the language concerned. 
In other words, grammar plays a critical role in language understanding. Ac-
tually, grammar covers not only syntax (how to combine words or phrases) 
and semantics (meaning of a word or phrase), but also morphology (internal 
structure of words) and phonology (pronunciation). In grammar inferencing 
18，19], we arejust concerned with syntax or semantics. With the availability 
of large corpora, some automated data-driven grammar induction approaches 
are proposed [11, 22, 40]. The induced grammars are syntactic [40], semantic 
27] or mixture of both [1, 22, 36]. Supervised learning techniques are usu-
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ally applied for acquiring syntactic grammar. Syntactic grammar rules are 
commonly acquired from corpora annotated with part-of-speech tags such as 
the Treebank corpus and the Brown corpus. The main drawback for these 
approaches is the cost of corpus annotation. Corpus hand-annotation faces 
a similar problem to grammar writing 一 although there are many part-of-
speech taggers that can automate this task, the quality of the induced gram-
mar is directly affected by the tagging error. Example syntactic grammar 
rules are as follows: 
S o NP VP A : article 
NP f^ N N : noun 
NP <r^  A N NP : noun phrase 
VP e V V : verb 
VP o V NP VP : verb phrase 
With the use of a top-down parser, the sentence structure can be analysed 
and represented by the resultant parse tree. For acquiring purely seman-
tic or syntactic/semantic grammar rules, both supervised and unsupervised 
techniques are utilized. 
2.2.1 Semantic Classification Trees 
Kuhn et al. [27] used annotated corpora to extract semantic rules which 
are encoded in the form of decision tree known as Semantic Classification 
Trees (SCTs). The SCT is mainly for NLU tasks. The limitation of this 
learning approach is that it relies on training data annotated with yes-no 
decisions; hence it involves supervised learning. As for approaches involving 
11 
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unsupervised learning, statistical methods are always adopted. The grammar 
induction becomes a clustering process. 
2.2.2 Simulated Annealing 
Chang et al. [10] proposed a simulated annealing approach to cluster Chinese 
characters and words into a predefined number of classes from an unanno-
tated corpus automatically. Simulated annealing is a popular approach for 
optimization problems. Under this framework, Chang tried to find a class 
assignment (assign characters and words into classes randomly) while min-
imizing the perplexity.^ The acquired clusters form a class n-gram model 
which is suggested to apply to speech recognition or optical character recog-
nition (OCR). 
2.2.3 Bayesian Grammar Induction 
Chen [11] showed Bayesian grammar induction, which is based on the in-
duction framework described by Solomonoff [53, 54]. He tried to maximize 
P(G\0) by finding the grammar G', where 0 is observations in training data. 
By Baye's Rule, the search of G' utilizes the objective function P{0{G)P(G). 
With the move of grammar rules, A ~> BC and A ~> B\C, a probabilistic 
context-free grammar is obtained. 
2八 well-known quality measurement for language models. 
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2.2.4 Statistical Grammar Induction 
Arai et al. [1] proposed an automatic clustering approach in which syntacti-
cally and semantically similar phrases are clustered into a collection of frag-
ments. The clustering criterion is based on Kullback-Leibler distance which 
uses three probability distributions: following contexts, preceding context 
and associated semantic actions (call-types) as distance measure. A syntac-
tic association is the relationship between a fragment and phrases following 
or preceeding the fragment. A semantic association is the relationship be-
tween the fragment and the corresponding call-type. The acquired fragments 
are further used for spoken language understanding (call-type classification). 
This approach faces a similar problem as [27], since the training data have 
been annotated with the call-types. 
McCandless et al. [36] proposed a statistical approach to extract word/phrase 
classes from an unannotated corpus. The distance measures are based on the 
divergence and mutual information. The acquired class n-gram model is used 
for speech recognition. 
We try to extend the framework of McCandless's approach to language 
modeling for speech recognitition. Our goal is to acquire semantic categories 
and key phrases for natural language understanding as well. The advantage 
is that the grammar is acquired from an unannotated corpus and hence this 
approach should be easily portable across domains and languages. 
13 
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2.3 Machine Translation 
Machine translation (MT), as an application of natural language processing 
(NLP), has similar demands and difficulties (robustness, domain portability, 
language portability, etc) as in NLU. Actually, MT is a particularly difficult 
task, since it needs to transform the meaning of an expression in its entirety 
from the source language to the target language, in a natural and fluent 
way. In speech-to-speech translation, the translator should also be robust 
enough to handle problems such as speech disfluencies and looser notions 
of grammaticality. These problems are further exacerbated by errors of the 
speech recognizer. In addition, the translator must be capable of operating 
at near real time. Dictionary-based translation often encounters the problem 
of multiple meanings to a word, and it may not be able to utilize contextual 
information sufficiently to select the appropriate meaning for the passage 
during translation. Machine translation for limited domains involving a finite 
vocabulary is less complex, and hence one may be able to attain output 
with higher quality. It will be desirable if a given methodology for machine 
translation can be easily portable across different language-pairs, or across 
application domains. 
In the past ten years, a number of translation systems have been devel-
oped. e.g. ART-MATRIX (Japanese-to-English, English-to-Japanese trans-
lation) [55], CANDIDE (French-to-English) [7], KANT (English-to-Japanese, 
English-to-French and English-to-German) [42], JANUS (translates among 
English, German and Japanese) [31], Pangloss (Spanish-to-English) [45], etc. 
Most of these systems translate in one direction only. In this thesis, we at-
14 
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tempt to address bi-directional translation between English and Chinese, i.e. 
our unified approach is applicable to English-to-Chinese translation, as well 
as Chinese-to-English translation. 
With 50 years of history, many different approaches to MT have been 
proposed. 
2.3.1 Rule-based Approach 
The traditional rule-based machine translation (RBMT) system [5, 44] in-
volves the formulation of rules by experts. The rules can be grammar rules, 
lexical rules, etc. The analysis, transfer and synthesis processes are con-
trolled by these rules. However, it is expensive and easily introduces incon-
sistencies when the number of rules increases. Furthermore, the rule set may 
be difficult to maintain and extend to a larger scale. 
2.3.2 Statistical Approach 
A statistical machine translation system based on numerical knowledge from 
a training corpus can ameliorate the reliance on expert handcrafting. An 
example is the IBM-CANDIDE [7]. The translation problem is viewed as 
choosing on S to maximize P{S\T) where S and T are the sentence of source 
language and sentence of target language respectively. By Bayes' theorem, 
p(s T) - m i ! m 
尸(5 i ) - P{T) 
As P{T) does not depend on 5, the problem becomes a search for a source 
sentence S that gives the greatest P(S)P{T\S). P{S) is the source language 
15 
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model (n-gram model) and P(T\S) is the translation model (word alignment 
model). Since the models are based on the observation of training data, it 
is possible to process partial and ill-formed sentences. However, the search 
cost is expensive when the sentence length increases, and a large quantity of 
data is required for training. 
2.3.3 Example-based Approach 
The example-based translation (EBMT) system [8, 43] performs translation 
by analogy. Generally, EBMT has pairs of aligned bilingual example expres-
sions stored in the database and a bilingual dictionary. The source language 
input expression is matched against the source language expressions in the 
example database; the target language expression with best match on source 
language expression is returned as output. EBMT preserves the advantage of 
statistical machine translation — since examples are derived from a sentence-
aligned bilingual corpus, they are close to real data. However, coverage is 
limited by the number of examples. Search cost becomes high when the size 
of the example database is expanded. The translation quality is also sensi-
tive to the similarity measure between the input expression and the example 
expression. 
2.3.4 Knowledge-based Approach 
The knowledge-based machine translation (KBMT) systems [42] are typi-
cally based on two architectures — interlingua-based and transfer-based. In 
the interlingua-based approach, the translation process involves the use of 
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a knowledge base in addition to the usual syntactic grammars to perform 
parsing. The source input is interpreted into a language-independent in-
termediate representation (interlingua). The representation is then mapped 
into the appropriate language using a set of target rules, in which these rules 
use the domain knowledge to select the target realization for each concept. 
Figure 2.1 shows a typical interlingua-based translation process. 
Source Language Target Language 
Domain Knowledge Domain Knowledge 
B^ B^ 
SourceText • � Analys is^^ • InterUngua • � S y n t h e s k J • Target Text 
Figure 2.1: Typical interlingua-based translation process. 
In the transfer-based approach, the translation process is similar to the 
interlingua approach except for the use of intermediate structure with trans-
fer procedure instead of an interlingua. The source intermediate structure 
encapsulates all the information from the source text after the syntactic anal-
ysis or shallow semantic analysis. It is transferred to the target intermediate 
structure by using the mapping rules (lexical units and syntactic structures) 
between source language and target language. The target text is obtained 
from the target intermediate structure by using the target language domain 
knowledge base. Figure 2.2 shows a typical transfer-based translation pro-
cess. 
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Figure 2.2: Typical transfer-based translation process. 
KBMT relies on the use of complex knowledge sources and requires mas-
sive knowledge acquisition. Especially for interlingua-based approach, as the 
interlingua is supposed to be a universal representation for all languages. 
Concerning the problem of interlingua design, the C-STAR (Consortium for 
Speech Translation Advanced Research) project by ART, CMU, ETRI, IRS, 
UKA，3 etc. has developed a limited number of dialogue acts (DAs) called 
the interchange format (IF) as the interlingual protocol to facilitate multilin-
gual speech-to-speech translation. Although the interlingua-based approach 
suffers from similar or even more difficult problems in RBMT, it facilitates 
language portability of the translation system (all the components kept un-
changed except the new target language knowledge base). On the other 
hand, the transfer-based approach only concentrates on the comparison be-
tween just the two languages (source and target) involved. The design of 
3 ATR Interpreting Telecommunications Research Laboratories (Japan), Carnegie Mel-
lon University (USA), Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (Korea), 
Istituto per la Ricerca Scientifica e Tecnologica (Italy), University Karlsruhe (Germany). 
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mapping rules is easier than the design of an interlingua. However, it needs 
more effort when the translation system is ported to new languages (the 
mapping rules are limited to two languages). 
Our proposed bi-directional machine translation mechanism is an example-
based approach in which the source/target language grammars are automat-
ically acquired from unannotated parallel corpora. The bilingual directory 
is derived from the parallel grammars. The sentence pairs are aligned in the 
concept level and stored as examples. Translation is done via the examples 
with a bilingual dictionary in a bi-directional manner. 
2.3.5 Evaluation Method 
There is no general consensus on the evaluation of machine translation sys-
tems. The most common approach is to have subjects who had not par-
ticipated in system development, judge the quality, and they should be na-
tive speakers of the source and target languages. Several decision making 
processes for grading are described in [20]. They are mainly based on the 





In this work, we have devised a semi-automatic methodology to acquire lan-
guage structures (semantic and syntactic) from unannotated corpora. We 
adopt a statistical clustering approach, which is inspired by previous work 
on language modeling for speech recognition by McCandless and Glass [36 . 
We wish to extend a similar framework to accomplish understanding of nat-
ural language. 
3.1 Agglomerative Clustering 
An iterative procedure is introduced to cluster the words from a corpus of 
sentences in a restricted domain. Clustering is implemented both spatially 
and temporally. Spatial clustering (minimizing divergence) aims to group 
entities (words or phrases) with similar meaning into a cluster. Tempo-
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ral clustering (maximizing mutual information) aims to capture key phrases 
which co-occur frequently. Spatial clustering and temporal clustering pro-
duce clusters alternately to form our desired grammar. The grammar is then 
post-processed by hand-editing. Hence, our approach is semi-automatic. 
3.1.1 Spatial Clustering 
We assume that the property of an entity (word or phrase) is reflected by its 
left and right context. Hence this approach combines entities with similar 
left and right context into a cluster. 
First, we consider the Kullback-Liebler distance {D). It measures information-
theoretic distance between two probability distributions o f p i and p2: 
^(p1lb2) = E ^ 1 W l o g ^ (3.1) 
Z—1 
where V is the vocabulary size for the left (or right) context. 
In Equation 3.1, pi and p2 are the two considered entities, pi(i) is the prob-
ability of entity^ adjacent with entity pi ("entity; Pi，，or "pi entityi") within 
a given context. It is noted that D (p1||p2) = 0, if pi and p2 are equivalent. 
Kullback-Liebler distance is commonly used for building class-based language 
models [2 . 
In order to acquire a symmetric distance measure, we use the divergence 
measure {Div) [28]: 
Div{p1,p2) = D{p1Wp2) + D{p2Wp1) (3.2) 
The divergence is simply the sum of two Kullback-Liebler distances on pi 
and p2. All probabilities are estimated by tallying counts from the training 
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sentences, with appropriate smoothing. 
Cs = {CA + Cp) X k (3.3) 
Cs : Smoothing count 
CA • Actual count 
Cp : Floor count 
k : Multiplicative factor 
The two constants Cp and k being used in this work are 5 and 3 respectively. 
Smoothing aims to avoid the occurrences of pi[i) = 0 or p2{i) = 0 which 
lead to division by zero in Equation 3.1. At the onset of spatial clustering, 
all the words in the training set (with at least the pre-set minimum occur-
rences, M) are considered pair-wise. The distance {Dist) between a pair of 
words (or clusters) is determined by a sum of the divergences of probability 
distributions to the left and right of the entities ei and e2: 
Dist{eu e2) = I ^ M p r , ^ / t ) + D z + r " ' , / 2 _ ) (3.4) 
The N pairs of entities with shortest distance are clustered into spatial 
clusters and assigned with labels SQ (e.g. SC4 — december | february). 
A list of word pairs with ascending order of left/right divergence distance 
is shown in Table 3.1. The zero divergence distance between “layover” and 
“stopover,, implies that these two words have similar left and right contexts. 
Subsequently, all the clustered words in the training set are substituted with 
their corresponding label. Table 3.2 illustrates the example sentences be-
fore and after spatial clustering. Spatial clustering is expected to produce 
semantic categories. 
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Word Pair Dist ( x l O ] T 
layover, stopover 0.00 
arrives, stops 0.76 
paul, petersburg 1.03 
numbers, times 1.39 
december, february 1.84 
montreal, oakland 1.90 
milwaukee, nashville 2.35 
cheapest, last 2.37 
earliest, latest 2.39 
e_w_r, m_c_o 2.44 
Table 3.1: Example word pairs and distance on left/right divergence {Dist). 
Before: “give me the flights and fares on december twenty seventh from 
indianapolis to orland&, 
“what is the cheapest first class fare from develand to miami on 
u s air on february twenty fourth,, 
After : “gim me the flights and fares on SCi twenty seventh from 
indianapolis to orlando” 
“what is the cheapest first class fare from develand to miami on 
u s air on SCi twenty fourth,, 
Table 3.2: Example of training sentences before and after spatial clustering 
on SCi — december | february. 
For simplicity, we just consider unigram^ as the unit of left and right 
context in the distance calculation. 
1 We have tried bigrams as well. However, the result is not desirable (no valid clusters 
were formed). 
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3.1.2 Temporal Clustering 
Phrase capturing is another task in the grammar induction, and we consider 
Mutual Information (MI) [12] as our distance measure: 
- 2 ) = = l o g ^ ^ (3.5) 
In Equation 3.5, P(e1,e2) is defined as probability of entity ei followed by 
entity e2 in our distance measure, i.e. 二：歡：丄、.Mutual information is 
used for comparing the dependency between probabilities. It is widely used 
in language modeling [61] and parsing [25，34，60]. In temporal clustering, 
it indicates the degree of co-occurrence of two consecutive entities (word 
associations). However, it becomes unreliable when P(ei) and P(e2) are too 
small [58] which leads to a large MI. In these cases, even when ei and e2 
are not correlated, we may get a large MI. Hence, we adopt the improved 
mutual information MI* where MI is weighted by P(e1,e2). 
M/*(ei, e2) = P{eue2) log : ; ) i p ; ) 2 ) (3.6) 
The small P(e1,e2) is used for reducing the side effect of small P(ei) and 
P(e2) on the original MI. Table 3.3 shows a list of word phrases with de-
scending order of MI*. Again, only words and clusters with at least the 
minimum count threshold (M) are considered. The N pairs of entities with 
highest MI* are selected to form temporal clusters with labels TCi (e.g. 
TCs ~^ new york). The training sentences then undergo a pass whereby ap-
propriate entities are substituted with their labels. The substitution process 
is shown in Table 3.4. Temporal clustering is expected to produce phrasal 
structure. 
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Word Phrase MP (xlO—i) 
flights from 1.09 
show me 1.02 
new york 0.54 
me the 0.46 
a flight 0.45 
las vegas 0.44 
flight from 0.42 
the flights 0.36 
saint SC2^ 0.32 
round trip 0.31 
Table 3.3: Example word phrases and their corresponding mutual informa-
tion (M7*). 
Before: “i need a flight from new york to san francisco,, 
“please show me the return flights from miami to new york,, 
After: “i need a flight from TCi to san francisco” 
“please show me the return flights from miami to TCi” 
Table 3.4: Example of training sentences before and after temporal clustering 
on TCi ~> new york. 
Spatial clustering and temporal clustering are performed alternately in 
each iteration. In both the spatial and temporal clustering, the entities con-
sidered include words, spatial clusters and temporal clusters. As a result, 
both spatial clusters and temporal clusters can interleave with other clus-
ters. This helps the grammar expand coverage and capture complex sentence 
^SC2 ~> paul I petersburg 
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structure. For instance, if SCi ~^ a | b, SCj ^ c | d and TCi — SCi SCj, 
then TCi can capture the patterns of (a c), (a d), (b c) and (b d). 
3.1.3 Free Parameters 
Our clustering procedure requires two free parameters, M, the minimum 
count threshold of an entity on which the procedure will operate; and N, 
the number of merges in each of the clusterings. These two parameters will 
affect the induced grammar; M controls the induction time while N controls 
the number and size of clusters created. 
3.1.3.1 Minimum Count Threshold, M 
Search time in grammar induction is extremely sensitive to the number of 
entities considered in spatial clustering and temporal clustering. To limit 
the search space, the minimum count threshold (M) tries to filter out spare 
entities. A large M is able to reduce the search space and time. It also 
reduces the coverage of the induced grammar, as some entities are filtered by 
the large M. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the time and coverage in 
choosing a value for M. 
3.1.3.2 Number of Merges, N 
The number of merges in each of the spatial clustering and temporal clus-
tering {N) affects the time of the induction process as well as the size of the 
induced grammar. A large N may help to speed up the process (more enti-
ties are merged in spatial and temporal clustering). For N = 1，merging is 
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straightforward; at most one spatial cluster (SQ ^ a | b or SC/ ~> a | b | c) 
and one temporal cluster {TCi ~^ a b) are produced in each iteration. For 
N > 1, merging is selective to avoid duplicates. For instance, in the case 
of N = 3, there are (a,b), (a,c) and {b, c) in the merging pool. Only one 
spatial cluster SCi — a | b | c is produced instead of three spatial clusters 
{SCi ~^ a I 6, SCj ~^ a | c and SCk ~^ b | c). A real example is described in 
Section 4.2 on Page 33. 
Similar phenomena emerge for temporal clustering — supposing the pro-
posed merges are {a 6)，(a c) and {b c). A search looks across the proposed 
merges for cases where the second candidate of a pair coincides with the first 
candidate of another pair and exhaustively generates the combination (e.g. 
a b c). The merging pool becomes ((a b c), (a b), (a c), {b c)). Some word 
pairs may become zero count as their counts are contributed to the higher 
combination of word pairs; as a result, merging of these pairs is ignored. 
Therefore, at most four temporal clusters are produced in this example. A 
real example is illustrated in Section 4.2 on Page 34. 
3.2 Post-processing 
Agglomerative clustering produces a context-free grammar, which is post-
processed with hand-editing. The hand-revision serves to organize grammar 
non-terminals (SC and TC) and terminals. It involves: 
(i) Replacing some of the SCi and TC{ tags with meaningful labels, e.g. 
^SCj — a I b is already produced in the previous iteration. 
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city name, month, etc. 
Before : SCi ~> nashville | toronto | tampa | detroit . . . 
After : ciTY_NAME ~> nashville | toronto | tampa | detroit . . . 
(ii) Completing the set of terminals for some categories, e.g. days of week. 
Before : SCi — monday | wednesday | thursday 
After : SCi ^ monday 丨 wednesday | thursday | tuesday 
friday 丨 saturday 丨 sunday 
(iii) Consolidating grammar categories which belong to the same semantic 
class. 
Before : SCi ^ december | february 
SCj — june I march 
After : SCi ~^ december | february | june | march 
(iv) Pruning irrelevant non-terminals and terminals. 
Before : SC5^ — e_w_r 丨 m_c_o | SC^> 
SCi5^ ^ U I h_p 
SC21 — number | tomorrow 
After : 5C5 — e_w_r | m_c_o 
5Ci5 ^ Lf I h_p 
^5C5 : airport name 
^SCi5 : airline name 
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3.3 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have outlined a semi-automatic methodology for grammar 
induction. It is a statistical, data driven approach based on unannotated 
corpora. 
The agglomerative clustering algorithm includes spatial clustering and 
temporal clustering. Spatial clustering intends to extract semantic categories 
by minimizing divergence. Temporal clustering aims to capture key phrases 
by maximizing mutual information. The spatial clustering and temporal 
clustering perform alternately. The induced grammar is then post-processed 
(labeling, completing, consolidating and pruning) by hand-editing to form 
our semi-automatic grammar. 
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Application to the ATIS Domain 
In this chapter, we attempt to apply the agglomerative clustering approach 
described in Chapter 3 to a real task domain. Since the statistical approach 
is corpus-based, it relies on an unannotated corpus as training data for ac-
quiring our desired grammar. Unsupervised grammar induction goes first; 
the learned grammar is hand-edited to become prior knowledge which is used 
for seeding the clustering approach. The resultant grammar is evaluated on 
parse coverage and error rate by comparison with a handcrafted grammar. 
4.1 The ATIS Domain 
Our experimental corpus is based on the training and test sets of the ATIS 
(Air Travel Information Service) domain [48]. ATis is a common task in the 
ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency) Speech and Language Program 
in the USA. 
We use the Class A sentences of the ATIS-3 corpus. ATIS-3 [14] is based 
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on a domain-specific database — the Official Airline Guide (OAG). The cor-
pus is divided into disjoint training and test sets consisting of 1,564, 448 
(1993 test), and 444 (1994 test) spontaneous speech utterances respectively. 
1993 Training 1993 Test 1994 Test 
Transcribed Utterances 1,564 448 444 
Table 4.1: ATIS-3 Class A sentences. 
Text transcriptions of these utterances are provided, as well as the cor-
responding SQL queries for retrieval from the relational database. "Class 
A" sentences refer to ones whose interpretation is independent of the dialog 
context. Some examples include: 
“list all the landings at general mitchell internationaT 
“please list the earliest lunch flight from columbus to phoenix,, 
“show me the united airlines flights from denver to baltimore leaving 
on june fourteenth” 
And each query has its corresponding SQL for database retrieval: 
Query : “show me the united airlines flights from denver to baltimore 
leaving on june fourteenth,, 
SQLi : select flightJd from flight where airline.name = "united airlines” 
and origin = "denver" and destination = "baltimore" 
and month = "june “ and day = “fourteenth,, 
^This is a simplified SQL; the original is shown in Appendix A. 
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4.2 Parameters Selection 
As mentioned in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.3, there are two parameters, mini-
mum count threshold (M) and number of merges in clustering {N), which 
are required for the clustering procedure. We intend to use M to prevent 
grammar induction based on sparse data, and N to prevent the formation of 
heterogeneous clusters. Based on several experimental trials, we choose to 
set M = 5. We experimented with different values for N. 
With N = 1, each iteration searches through the space of all entity-pairs, 
to produce a single SC and a single TC. This process is computationally 
expensive. Having proceeded through 17 iterations of clustering, only 34 
spatial and temporal clusters are produced, one of which is deemed irrelevant. 
Examples include: 
SCo ~> layover | stopover 
5C3 ~^ numbers | times irrelevant 
SCe — cheapest | last irrelevant 
SCio ~^ could I can 
S C u ~^ nashville | toronto 
TCo — flights from 
TCg — round trip 
TCio ~^ show me all 
TCi5 ~^ los angeles 
TCie — salt lake 
Figure 4.1: Example grammar in 17 iterations with M = 5, N — 1. The 
complete grammar is shown in Figure B.1, Appendix B. 
Upon investigation, SCs and SCe in 4.1 may be pardonable offenses. The 
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words “numbers” and “times,, are merged, due to many instances of “ . . . 
flight numbers from . . . “ and “ . . . flight times from . . . “. e.g. 
“flight numbersfrom columbus to minneapolis tomorrow,, 
“flight numbersfrom minneapolis to long beach on june twenty six,, 
“please list the flight timesfrom pittsburgh to newark,, 
“please list the flight timesfrom newark to boston,, 
The words “cheapest,, and “last,, were merged, due to many instances of “ 
...the cheapest flight . . . “ and “ . . . the last flight ... “. e.g. 
“give me the cheapest flight from charlotte to long beach” 
“what is the cheapest flight from long beach to memphis,, 
“show me the last flight from love field” 
“what，s the last flight from houston to dallas,, 
With N = 5, 47 spatial and temporal clusters^ are produced after only 
5 iterations (equivalent to one third of the previous processing time). One 
might expect to obtain more spatial and temporal clusters, because 5 itera-
tions each with 5 spatial merges and 5 temporal merges should produce 50 
categories. However, there are cases when multiple merges from the same 
iteration were collapsed. For example, three of the five proposed merges 
f rom one i tera t ion were {nashville, toronto), (nashville, tampa) and {detroit 
nashville). In this case, a single spatial cluster is produced instead of three 
clusters, and therefore we are able to quickly generate non-terminals with a 
greater number of terminals. For example: 
2Refer to Figure B.2, Appendix B for the complete grammar. 
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SC7 ")• nashville | toronto | tampa | detroit 
Similar phenomena emerged for temporal clusters. For example, in one 
iteration the proposed merges are [salt lake), {lake city), etc. A search con-
siders across the proposed merges, and looks for cases where the second 
candidate of a pair coincides with the first candidate of another pair. For 
these cases, it exhaustively generates the possible combinations, e.g. “salt 
lake city”. All generated combinations are merged first. The merge sequence 
is in descending order according to the size of combinations. Then, merging 
of proposed pairs is in decreasing order of MI*. As a result, we get TCie — 
salt lake city, TCig — salt lake, but the merge of {lake city) is discarded 
since all the occurrences have been replaced. 
We find that the resultant grammar (47 clusters, N = 5, 5 iterations) is 
a superset of the previous grammar (34 clusters, N = 1, 17 iterations). The 
extra 13 clusters are all relevant, for instance: 
5Ci8 ^ eighth | fourth TC22 ~> to S C j to 
TCi — a flight TC23 — SCh to 
TC2 ^ me the TC24 ~> what is 
TCii ~> los angeles TC25 — i would like 
TCi6 ^ salt lake city TC26 — i'd like 
TCvj — would like TC27 — to SC7 
TC21 4 SC7 to SC7 
With N = 10，65 spatial and temporal clusters are produced within only 
3 iterations. Although it requires less time to achieve best coverage (largest 
in grammar size), more irrelevant spatial clusters are created in the later 
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iterations and the induced grammar becomes over-generalized due to the 
aggressive merges. 
We concluded that N = 5 is a better parameter setting. The merging is 
more aggressive than that of N = 1, and seems to produce an equally good 
grammar (better coverage) with fewer iterations. 
Non- Time 
Iterations SCs TCs terminals Terminals (mins)^ 
N = 1 17 17 17 34 60 2084 
N = 5 5 19 28 47 72 672 
N = 1 0 3 24 41 65 87 375 
Table 4.2: Comparison on grammar size and time consumption with different 
values of N. 
4.3 Unsupervised Grammar Induction 
With M = 5 and N = 5，clustering is allowed to proceed to 100 iterations. 
Both spatial clustering and temporal clustering are performed at each itera-
tion. We monitored its progress by keeping track of the non-terminals {SC 
and TC) and terminals in the grammar (see Figure 4.2). As the grammar 
grows, the number of terminals saturates at around iteration 50, to a count 
of 280. This covers a fraction of the vocabulary (531 words in all) from the 
training set. The remaining words are those which did not meet our minimum 
count requirement. The number of SCs grew slowly to 161 at iteration 100, 
3 The machine used is Ultra-60 Sun Workstation. This is an approximate time as it 
may be affected by concurrent jobs. 
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and they were mainly semantic categories and inflectional variations. The 
growth rate of TCs dominated the overall growth rate of the non-terminals, 
reaching 474 TCs at iteration 100. 
700 r p = = = r r ^ 
•••••••••• Spatial Clusters 
——Temporal Clusters 
• Non-terminals ^^^M • 
600 -I —•— Termmajs . . . ^ ^ ^ f ^ 
500 - ^ / ^ 
! 柳 y^^^ 
300 - .....^^.... ^ ^ g ^ . . . • • • 11 
. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
/yC^ 
咖 ^ # ^ . . : : ; - . 
0 W^ ‘ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Iterations 
Figure 4.2: Growth of grammar units along increasing iterations in the gram-
mar induction process. 
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The SCs were mainly semantic categories while TCs were mainly phrasal 
structures as expected. Examples of SCs and TCs and their descriptions 
include: 
SC2 ^ paul I petersburg part of city name 
SC4 ~> december | february month 
SCj ^ nashville | toronto | t a m p a | detroit | SCs city name 
SCs ^ milwaukee 丨 TCg | TCV city name 
SCi7 ^ june I march month 
SC24 ~> serve | serves inflectional form 
SC28 ">• monday | wednesday | thursday day of week 
SC29 ~> houston I TCiQ city name 
TC3 — new york city name 
TC7 ^ kansas city city name 
TCg ~> saint SC2 city name 
TCiQ ">• salt lake city city name 
TC22 ~^ to SCj to stopover 
TC23 — SC7 to origin 
rC25 ~^ i would like 
TC21 ~^ to 5C7 destination 
TC^g ~^ first class class type 
TC43 —>• american airlines airline name 
TC45 ~> one way 
TC229 — flights from SCi to SCu a phrase 
Figure 4.3: Example grammar with M = 5, N = 5. 
As we tracked the clustering process, we noticed that, within the first 
10 iterations, 11 useful semantic categories had already been discovered as 
SCs, e.g. city name, digit, month, as well as some proper names spanning 
2 words, e.g. "/os angeles”, 'Hove field”. Between the iterations 10 and 20, 
only 2 more useful semantic categories are discovered. The TCs produced 
at this stage begin to have 3 words e.g. ''new york city,,, “general mitchell 
internationaT. Beyond iteration 20, we begin to see merges of SCs and TCs 
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into phrase fragments, e.g. 
TC323 ^ SC27 flights from SC7 to 
where 
SC7 ~> nashville 丨 toronto | tampa 丨 detroit ... 
SC27 ~> list 丨 show 丨 TC28 (list the) | TC94 (show me all the) 
SC37 I TC38 (please list the) 
SC37 4 TC4 (show me)丨 TC47 (what are the) 
It is noticeable that some automatically discovered categories capture 
domain-specific knowledge that one could have easily given before grammar 
induction. We also observe rules that are close renditions of one another: 
TC229 — flights from SC7 to S C u 
TC2s9 — flights from SC7 to SC29 
TC364 ~> flights from SCh to SC^ 
Since SC�SC7, SCu and SC29 are all city names, rC229, TC289, TC364 
should be collapsed into a single category. 
We also found that the clustering algorithm itself is able to prevent the 
grammar from over-generalization. For example, the word “first” belongs to 
two clusters, 
TCio — first class 
5C30 ~> first I fourteenth 
It is interesting that we got a temporal cluster, TC40 — first class, other than 
TCi — SCso class. The major reason is that there are only instances of “first 
class”, but not “seamd class” or “third class” in ATIS domain. As a result, 
TC40 is created first (at iteration 8), then SC30 is created at iteration 9. This 
sequence implies that “first” can be followed by “class” but “fourteenth” can 
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not be followed by “class”, even though “fourteenth,, and “first,, belong to 
the same category [day of month). Other examples are TC45 ~> one way, 
and TCi85 ^ may i. Also, there is no instance of “two way,, or “june i,, that 
can be found. Hence, the word "one" forms a temporal cluster with “way” 
before merging in a spatial cluster with other “digit” ("iu;o", “three”,... 
) . A n d “may,, forms temporal cluster with "«" before merging with other 
“month,, (“june,,, “july”,...). 
It is noticed that a temporal cluster TC23 {city.name to) is labelled as an 
origin. It may be confused as a stopover, however, we can use the temporal 
cluster TC22 (to city_name to) to distinguish the difference between an origin 
and a stopover. 
We compared our automatically derived clusters {SCs and TCs) with the 
SQL annotations that accompany the training utterances and found direct 
relevance between 20 of our clusters and the SQL attribute labels. These 20 
categories have previously been automatically discovered, together with ter-
minal categories which occurred in our training corpus, SCj is an example of 
a discovered category. Hence while the category seems plausible, the induced 
grammar rule may not have the complete set of terminals that should belong 
if these terminals did not occur in our training corpus. Alternatively, a single 
semantic category may be distributed over multiple clusters (e.g. SCU and 
5C17). 
These observations prompted our idea of seeding the clustering algorithm 
with basic domain-specific knowledge. This should serve to jump-start our 
grammar induction process, and enable the algorithm to proceed further with 
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even fewer iterations. 
4.4 Prior Knowledge Injection 
As we referenced the grammar non-terminals formed from unsupervised clus-
tering, we tagged 20 of them with semantic labels (to replace SCi and TCj). 
These are basic semantic classes for our domain, which were automatically-
derived. Our tags include AIRLINE_NAME, AIRPORT_NAME, CITY_NAME, etC. 
We further compiled these categories to become seed categories {SCo to 5Cig) 
for initializing our clustering algorithm. Compilation involves the consolida-
tion of multiple SCs into a single semantic class, as well as completion of the 
set of terminals belonging to a given non-terminal. Clustering was allowed 
to run through 80 iterations with N=5. Again we monitored the grammar 
inference process — Figure 4.4 shows that clustering was initialized with 398 
terminals from the seed categories. These include vocabulary entries below 
the minimum count of 5, as well as inflectional forms of words that have not 
occurred in the training data. The growth of terminal categories began to 
saturate within 20 iterations to 508. We found iteration 40 to be a suitable 
termination point, beyond which over-clustering aggravated and produced 
many heterogeneous groupings. At this point, we recorded 74 SCs, 213 TCs 
and 532 terminals. 
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Figure 4.4: Growth of grammar units alongside increasing iterations, for 
grammar induction seeded with prior knowledge. 
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Inspection reveals that seed categories catalyzed the formation of longer 
phrasal structures with fewer iterations. We attempt to illustrate with the 
following example rules: 
TCi3 ^ 5Ci9 flights SCie SC2 SCyj SC2 
TC77 ^ flights between SC2 and SC2 
TCi53 — SCs flights between SC2 and SC2 
TCi54 ^ SCi flights SCie SC2 SCu SC2 
TCies ^ SCig SCi flights SCie SC2 S C u SC2 
TCi8i — SC^ SC\% SC2 SCyj SC2 
^C*182 ~^ SCs SCiQ SC2 SCyj SC2 
T C m ^ flight 5Ci5 SCie SC2 S C u SC2 
where 
SCi ~^ air canada | alaska airlines | america west . . . 
SC2 — atlanta | baltimore | boston . . . 
5C3 ~> business class | economy | first class . . . 
5C4 ~> monday | tuesday | wednesday . . . 
5Ci5 ")• 5Ci5 SCi^ I oh I zero | one . . . 
5Ci6 — from . . . 
SCyj ^ to . . . 
5Ci9 — list I show I list the . . . 
The temporal cluster TCies created at iteration 31 covers sentence fragments 
like “ . . . show america west flights from atlanta to baltimore . . . “ and “ . . . 
list the air canada flights from baltimore to boston . . . “. TCige produced 
at iteration 37 covers sentence fragment like “ . . . flight four seventeen from 
nashville to toronto ••. ". While in the unsupervised grammar induction, 
at iteration 31’ shorter structures are found, e.g. TC150 (flight from SC7 to) 
which covers only fragments like “ . •. flight from nashville to . . . “ or “ . . . 
flight from milwaukee to • • • “. At i teration 37, we got TC190 (5"Ci2 to SC29) 
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which covers sentence fragments like “ . . . cincinnati to houston ... “ or “ 
...memphis to salt lake city ...“ 
4.5 Evaluation 
The grammar inferred from 40 iterations was post-processed as mentioned 
in Section 3.2，and this semi-automatically generated grammar (GsA) was 
compared with a handcrafted grammar {Gn)- Gn is manually designed [38 
to capture the key semantic categories from the training set. GsA has 36 non-
terminals and 446 terminals. Gn has 66 non-terminals and 483 terminals. 
The grammars share the 20 seed preterminal categories. The remaining 16 
non-terminals in GsA were obtained from automatic clustering, and survived 
pruning during hand-revision, e.g. 
FLIGHT_NUMBER ~> FLIGHT DIGIT (e.g. “flightfourseventeen”� 
TIME_VALUE ~^ PRE DIGIT (e.g. ''ajitT ten twenty six'') 
The grammars were coupled with a parser, to operate on our data sets for 
retrieving key semantic concepts. The SCs in our grammars specify the key 
semantic categories to be extracted from the utterance and entered into a 
case frame. These are compared with the reference set of semantic categories 
from the SQL query. 
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Grammar Non-terminals Terminals 
Semi-automatically generated (G5^) 36 446 
Handcrafted (G//) 66 483 
Table 4.3: The size of semi-automatically generated and handcrafted gram-
mars. 
Figure 4.5 illustrates our experimental procedure. In the ATIS-3 corpora, 
each informational query from the user is accompanied by its reference SQL 
query for database retrieval. The SQL query provides a list of attribute label-
value pairs for our reference and evaluation. We parse the natural language 
query using our grammar (either GsA or Gn), and obtain a semantic frame 
from the parse tree. This is the meaning representation of what was under-
stood from the natural language query. During this experimental process, 
we can evaluate our grammar based on its coverage of the test set. We can 
also compare the semantic frame with the reference attribute label-value list, 
to see how many of the concepts have been correctly extracted. The refer-
ence attribute label-value list is automatically derived from the corresponding 
SQL queries. 
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utterance Simolified SOL Ouerv 
‘ 'show me the northwestflights select FLIGHT_ID from ORIGIN, DESTINATION 
from detriot to boston on sunday‘ ‘ where AIRLINE_NAME = ‘ 'northwesf ’ 
and ORIGIN.CITY_NAME = “detroit” 
and DESTINATION.CITY_NAME = "boston" 
and DAY_NAME = "sunday" 
Parse with grammar 
GsAorGn 
Direct mapping 
Semantic Frame Attribute Labels and Values 
ORIGIN : detroit ORIGIN : detroit 
DESTINATION � boston va m ion DESTINATION � boston 
AIRLINE_NAME � northwest AIRLINE_NAME � northwest 
DAY_NAME : sunday DAY—NAME ： sunday 
Figure 4.5: Process of evaluating the performance of understanding ATIS 
queries — each semantic frame generated is compared against the attribute 
labels from the corresponding SQL query. 
4.5.1 Parse Coverage in Understanding 
Results on parse coverage are shown in Table 4.4. "Full Understanding" refers 
to utterances with exact matches between the semantic categories in the 
case frame and those in the SQL. "Partial Understanding" refers to partial 
matches. "No Understanding" occurs when no semantic categories were ex-
tracted, due to out-of-domain words / word sequences. Our results show that 
Gn has extremely high coverage and accuracy in understanding. Coverage 
of GsA is slightly lower, and generally has a lower rate in full understanding, 
which is somewhat compensated by a higher rate in partial understanding. 
The error rate for test set 1994 is higher in general, since the training set was 
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collected in 1993, and bears greater resemblance to test set 1993. 
Training Set 1993 Test Set 1994 Test Set 
Understanding GsA Gn GsA Gu GsA Gu 
Full 86.9 % 87.5 % 80.4 % 85.5 % 76.8 % 78.6 % 
Pa r t i a l 13.0 % 12.5 % 16.5 % 14.5 % 21.8 % 20.2 % 
No 0.1 % 0.0 % 3.1 % 0.0 % 1.4 %~~1.1 % 
Table 4.4: Comparison of the semi-automatically generated (GsA) and hand-
crafted (Gff) grammars, based on the fraction of queries that achieved Full 
Understanding, Partial Understanding and No Understanding. 
4.5.2 Parse Errors 
We also compared the grammars based on concept sequence evaluation. This 
is based on the evaluation method used in the SUNSTAR program [17] and 
also similar systems [41]. Concepts that are missing from the semantic frame 
are regarded as deletions. Additional concepts that appear in the semantic 
frame, but did not appear in the reference frame are regarded as insertions. 
The remaining differences are substitutions. The rates of substitution, dele-
tion and insertion are summed to form the overall error rate. Table 4.5 
shows that the two grammars have comparable training set performance; 
GsA suffers from degradation in test set performance when compared to Gn 
(a sign of overfitting from the training data). 
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Error Rate of GsA Error Rate of Gn 
Traning Set 5.5 % 5.2 % 
1993 Test Set 14.0 % 7.0 % 
1994 Test Set 12.2 % 11.3 % 
Table 4.5: Semantic sequence evaluation based on parsing with the semi-
automatically generated grammar GsA and the handcrafted grammar Gn-
4.5.3 Analysis 
Inspection reveals that the main cause of the inferior performance of GsA 
(lower coverage, higher error rate), when compared to Gji, was the absence 
of a number of semantic grammar rules which are contributive towards un-
derstanding. These rules have not been generated during the automatic 
grammar induction process because they involve entities whose occurrences 
were fewer than our minimum count threshold (parameter M = 5 in the 
grammar induction algorithm), e.g. 
AIRCRAFT_C0DE ~^ d ten | seven fifty seven | m eighty ... 
MANUFACTURER ^ boeing | mcdonell douglas 
TRANSPORT_TYPE — limousine I t rain | rental car ... 
These missing grammar rules propagate the deficiencies to higher levels in 
the g rammar structure, such as: 
AIRCRAFT—INFORMATION ~> MANUFACTURER AIRCRAFT_CODE 
e.g. “show me all flights from orlando to san diego on a boeing seven 
thirty” 
AIRCRAFT—INFORMATION ~> AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT_CODE 
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e.g. “how many canadian airlines iternational flights use aircraft three 
twenty^^ 
A second cause of lower performance in GsA was due to ambiguities in 
semantics within the domain. For example, “washington” and “new york” 
can each be either a CITY_NAME or a STATE_NAME. Our grammar induction 
algorithm was able to extract temporal clusters such as “tacoma washington,, 
and “westchester county new york” from utterances such as: 
“what flights do you have from burbank to tacoma washingtori" 
“flights from denver to westchester county new york weekdays” 
However, similar occurrences were too few to allow the induction of the rule: 
CITY_STATE_PAIR ~^ CITY_NAME STATE_NAME 
Additionally, a third cause for lower performance for GsA was due to the 
inability to infer more complex rules such as: 
TIME_RANGE — DIGIT CONNECTIVE TIME_VALUE 
where 
TIME_VALUE ~> DIGIT TIME_UNIT 
DIGIT ~^ DIGIT DIGIT | zero | one . . . 
e.g. “tell me about flights from toronto to salt lake city leaving toronto be-
tween five thirty and seven p m" 
These factors all contribute towards concept extraction errors in the semantic 
frame. Such error analyses provide valuable information for grammar post-
processing, and the necessary rules can easily be inserted to augment our 
automatically induced grammar. 
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4.6 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have tested the agglomerative clustering algorithm on 
the ATIS task domain. Before conducting the experiments, two free param-
eters (miminum count threshold, M = 5 and number of merges in cluster-
ing, N = 5) are determined by experimental trials. The algorithm is then 
used for unsupervised grammar induction. The result prompted our idea to 
seed the algorithm with domain-specific knowledge that was learned from 
the unsupervised grammar induction run. The resultant grammar is then 
hand-edited by pruning irrelevent clusters and consolidating clusters that 
belong to the same categories. Comparison between the semi-automatically 
acquired grammar, GsA and the handcrafted grammar, Gn shows that GsA 
has a good coverage for our two (disjoint) test sets in parsing for under-
standing. Evaluation based on the semantic sequences (concepts accuracies) 
shows comparable training set performance. Test set performance of GsA 
suffers some degradation, but still remained above 86%. Although GsA can-
not outperform Gn in the overall performance on understanding, it still has 
a competitive understanding performance (with not more than 7% degra-
dation). This is an encouraging result for our semi-automatic, data-driven 
clustering algorithm based on an unannotated corpus. 
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Portability to Chinese 
The semi-automatically generated grammar GsA from our clustering algo-
rithm shows positive results in English. We turn now to investigating the 
performance of the clustering algorithm on a different language, Cantonese 
Chinese. Cantonese is a kind of spoken Chinese. It is the predominant Chi-
nese dialect spoken by tens of millions in South China, Hong Kong, Macau 
and many overseas Chinese communities. 
5.1 Corpus Preparation 
To test the language portability, we keep the domain unchanged. Thus, we 
need a Chinese ATis corpus. We have translated the utterance from the En-
glish corpus into Chinese to obtain parallel training and test sets. Translators 
were asked to read an English ATis query, and express the meaning with ex-
pressions typical of conversational Cantonese. In this way, we produced a 
parallel Chinese ATis corpus based on the English ATis sentences. Examples 
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of translations are shown in Table 5.1. 
English : “show me the most expensive one way flight from detroit 
to westchester county” 
Chinese : “話俾我知由底特律去西赤斯特城最貴既單程航機” 
English : “show me the flights arriving in baltimore on june fourteenth,, 
Chinese : “話俾我知係六月十四號飛到巴的摩爾既航機” 
English : “show me all united airlines first class flights,, 
Chinese : “話我知所有聯合航空既頭等航班，’ 
English : “How many first class flights does united have today,, 
Chinese : “今日有幾多班聯合航空既頭等航機起飛” 
English : “show me all the northwest flights from new york to milwaukee 
that leave at seven twenty a m" 
Chinese : “話俾我知所有係上晝七點廿分由紐約飛去密耳瓦基既航機，， 
Table 5.1: Examples of translated Chinese sentences from the ATIS-3 Class 
A training corpus. 
5.1.1 Tokenization 
Table 5.1 shows Chinese sentences which consist of a sequence of Chinese 
characters. The Chinese word may consist of one to several characters, with 
no delimiters to indicate the word boundaries. Since our grammar induc-
tion algorithm processes input sentences based on the word unit, we need 
to pre-process our Chinese sentences by inserting delimiting spaces at the 
word boundaries. This tokenization step is achieved by a forward maximum 
matching algorithm, using a large vocabulary Chinese lexicon, CULEX [13].^ 
1 CULEX is part of CU Corpora, a Cantonese Chinese speech resource developed 
internally in the Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
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We have extended our lexicon with the names of airports and cities that are 
found in the ATIS-3 [48] training set. For instance, an English input may 
be: 
“show me the one way flights from detroit to westchester county,, 
Its Chinese translation is: 
“話俾我知由底特律飛去西赤斯特城既單程航班”（before tokenization) 
After tokenization, the translation becomes: (a space is used to delimit ad-
jacent words) 
"、話俾丫我知、，八底,律、飛,1、西赤，特城^既^^^^, (after tokenization) 
show me the from detroit to westchesher county one way flight 
5.2 Experiments 
After tokenization, the Chinese sentences can now be processed by our ag-
glomerative clustering procedure, using the same free parameters (e.g. mini-
mum count threshold, M = 5; number of merges in clustering, N = 5) as for 
English. 
5.2.1 Unsupervised Grammar Induction 
The Chinese grammar is built from scratch by the agglomerative clustering 
algorithm. Figure 5.1 shows the growth of the Chinese grammar along 100 
iterations. The semi-automatically generated Chinese grammar GcsA growth 
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rate is similar to that of the English grammar GsA- It saturates at around 
iteration 50 with 257 terminals, 90 SCs and 258 TCs. At iteration 100, 141 
SCs, 467 TCs and 273 terminals are produced. Excerpts of the Chinese 
grammar are shown in Table 5.2. 
When comparing with the English grammar, both grammars cover similar 
semantic structures and phrasal structures across English and Chinese. In 
the first 15 iterations, the semantic categories found in both grammars are 
“airline name,,, “city name” and “digit”., phrasal structures such as “airport 
name”, “city-state pair" and “query,, are found. Examples are shown in 
Table 5.3. Apart from the similarity, there are some differences between 
the two grammars in SCs and TCs. Several semantic categories, month 
(SCi ~^ december | february), day of week {SC2s — monday | wednesday 
thursday), period (5C43 ~^ afternoon | evening | night) are found in the 
English grammar but absent in the Chinese grammar at that stage. But 
these categories appear in the Chinese grammar at later iterations, e.g. 
5C42 ~> 星期 一 I 星期四 day of week (Iteration 18) 
^~V^"^‘ ^ ^ V ~ ‘ 
monday thursday 
SC46 ~> ^^ I ^ ^ period (Iteration 20) 
night morning 
SCsG ^ ; f ; ^ l v ^ ^ month (Iteration 25) 
march june 
A semantic category, city name fragment {SC2 ~> paul | petersburg, SCu — 
francisco | jose) and some city names (TC3 ~^ new york, TCg ~> saint SC2, 
TCie — salt lake city, TC20 — san SCu) are only found in the English 
grammar, since all the city names are tokenized into a word such as “紐約” 
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(new york), “聖彼得堡” (saint petersburg) and “發湖城，，（salt lake city) 
before grammar induction. 
Another key difference between the two grammars is that some English 
rules capture the inflectional forms of English words, e.g. 
SCn ~^ can | could 
SC2A ^ serve | serves 
However, such forms do not exist for the Chinese language, and hence the 
Chinese grammar has no inflectional rules. 
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Spatial Clusters 
— — T e m p o r a l Clusters 
• " ^ “ Non-terminals 
600 -I — • * " Terminals ^^^^^^^> 
^ ^ 
500 - _ ^ ^ 
I 柳 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ / ^ . . . 
300 - ^ ^ ...^y0^. 
^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ • ^ • • 
2 0 0 - -^.^^^^.........._^ 
J i r \ ^ ^ ^^^ ••••.••••"••••••••••••••••"_•"•••_"•"••.•"••• 
100 . .......y ^ ^ ^ •._.，.••••”""." 
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Figure 5.1: Growth of the Chinese grammar units along increasing iterations 
in the grammar induction process. 
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SCo ~^ e_w_r | s_a | f_f airport name 
SCi "^ 三角州 I 國民 airport name 
^~V~‘ ^ v ^ 
delta nationair 
SC5 —底特律 I哥儉布 I納什維爾 I聖彼得堡 I長提 city name 
^~^ v - ^ ^ ~ V^^‘ ^ V ‘ ^ V ‘ ^ ^ 
detroit columbus nashville saint petersburg long beach 
SC7 —西赤斯特城 |聖路易斯 |明尼亞波利斯 |奥克蘭 |孟斐斯 cityname 
“ ‘ ^ V ‘ ^ V ‘ ^ ~ V ~ ‘ ^ ~ V ~ ‘ 
westchester county saint louis minneapolis oakland memphis 
SCu ~ >知 I 知道 
SCi8 —辛辛那提I紐約 city name 
^ ― ^ ~ ^ ^ v ^ 
cincinnati new york 
SC2^ ^加利福尼亞州 I俄亥俄 state name 
^ . ^^^ V~^‘ 
california ohio 
SC29 ^ 三 六 diqit 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
three six 
SCss ^ TC28 (我要）I TC59 (我想訂） query 
SCs5 — TCu (^^^ SCis) I TCer (由 5*CV) origin 
from from 
TC22 ~^ 美國航空 airline name 
^ ^ ^ - v ^ 
american airline 
TC39 “^ ^ ^^^ SCio destination 
to 
TC50 ^ 米契爾 國際 機場 airport name 
� ~ V ~ ‘ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
general mitchell international airport 
TC73 ~> U> ^ 係。SCo phrase 
what is the 
Table 5.2: Examples of Chinese induced grammar. 
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Semantic Classes / English Grammar Chinese Grammar 
Phrasal Structures Rules Rules 
airline name 5C40^nationair | t_w_a SC4 ~>三角州 | 國民 
^^"•^V~‘ ^ ^ ^ 
delta nationair 
city name SCe —minneapolis | oakland | SCi ―波班克 | 蒙特利爾 | 
e^ 2 ^ -^^ ^ ‘^ ^^^ • 
u U23 burbank montreal 逢湖城 
^ ~ V ~ ‘ 
salt lake city 
digit 5C25^eight I three SC29^ 三 | 六 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
three six 
airport name ^C'eo^general mitchell r C 5 0 ^ 米契爾 國除 
^^V―^‘ ^ ^ ^ 
international general mitchell international 
^^ 
airport 
city-state pair TCes^washington d_c TCes^d_c 省華盛頓 
^ ^ � ~ V ~ ‘ 
state Washington 
query TCo ~>show me the TCo —話我知 
TCas^please list the TCi ~ >話俾我知 
TC46^give me the 
Table 5.3: Automatically-derived grammar rules for English and Chinese showing 
common semantic classes and phrasal structures. 
5.2.2 Prior Knowledge Injection 
We referenced the non-terminals in the induced Chinese grammar and se-
lected 20 categories which we consider to be basic semantic classes. The 20 
categories are the same as the 20 seed categories used in the English grammar. 
These include AIRLINE_NAME, AIRPORT_NAME, CITY_NAME, DAY_OF_WEEK, 
MONTH, etc. These are compiled to become seed categories and labeled with 
SCo to 5C19. Clustering is initialized and ran through 70 iterations. 
S^C23 ^ pittsburgh 丨 TCu (los angeles) 
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Figure 5.2: Growth of Chinese grammar units alongside increasing iterations, 
for grammar induction seeded with prior knowledge. 
Similar to the English grammar, the Chinese grammar saturates at around 
iteration 20 and iteration 40 seems to be a suitable termination point. Be-
yond iteration 40, over-clustering aggravated and produced many heteroge-
neous groups. Termination at iteration 40 produced 80 SCs, 214 TCs and 
469 terminals. 
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5.3 Evaluation 
The Chinese grammar is then post-processed by hand-editing. Table 5.4 
shows the size of the resultant grammars. 
Semi-automatically No. of No. of 
Generated Grammar Non-terminals Terminals 
Chinese (GggA) 44 292 
English (Gg^) 36 446 
Table 5.4: Size of Chinese and English grammar. 
GcsA has fewer terminals due to tokenization. For example, the city 
name, “salt lake city” is counted as three terminals in the English grammar, 
while its Chinese translation form “撞湖城，，（a word comprising three char-
acters) is only counted as one terminal after tokenization. Another reason 
is the different representation between English and Chinese. For example, 
the English grammar uses 24 different terminals in the day of month (first 
second | thrid | ...), while the Chinese grammar uses only 14 terminals ( 一 
號 I 二 號 I 三號 I ...). The Chinese grammar needs fewer terminals to 
represent all the days of the month. 
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5.3.1 Parse Coverage in Understanding 
Training Set 1993 Test Set 1994 Test Set 
Understanding GpsA GsA GpsA GsA GgsA GsA 
1 ^ 1 1 83.8 % 86.9 % 77.7 % 80.4 % 74.1 % 76.8 % 
P a r t i a l 15.9 % 13.0 % 16.3 % 16.5 % 22.5 % 21.8 % 
N o 0.3 % 0.1 % 6.0 %~~3.1 %~~3.9 %~~1.4 % 
Table 5.5: Comparison of the semi-automatically generated Chinese (GcsA) 
and English (GsA) grammars, based on the fraction of queries that achieved 
Full Understanding, Partial Understanding and No Understanding. 
The fully understood sentences of GcsA is lower than that of GsA by 2 
to 3 % (approximately 12 sentences). We find that imperfect Chinese trans-
lations contributed to the degradations, for example: 
English query: “show me all flights from new york to milwaukee 
on northwest airlines departinng at seven twenty a m" 
Chinese translation: “ 話 俾 我 知 所 有 由 紐 約 起 飛 係 上 畫 七 點 廿 分 
( . , , 、 ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 、 , ^ = > 
l W l t n e r r o r j show me all from new york depart » m seven twenty 飛到密耳瓦基既航機” 
^-v^^ V ‘ ^ ^ 
arrive milwaukee flight 
This translation has deleted the name of the airline, as well as confused the 
departure time as an arrival time. The correct translation should be: 
Chinese translation: “ 話 俾 我 知 所 有 係 上 晝 七 點 廿 分 起 飛 由 紐 約 
( .. ^ ' ^ v ^ ^ ^ V ^ : ^ ^ ^ v ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
(^COrreCtj show me all a m seven twenty depart from new york 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 既 西 北 航 空 ^ ^ “ 
arrit;e milwaukee northwest airlines fl'Qht 
The GcsA generated grammars produce a greater portion of partially 
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parsed and partially understood sentences. Both fully understood and par-
tially understood sentences contribute towards the overall semantic concept 
accuracies. 
5.3.2 Parse Errors 
Results based on concept error rates are tabulated in Table 5.6. In computing 
the error rates, the semantic categories extracted from the generated case 
frame are compared with those of the reference case frame. Substitution, 
insertion and deletion errors are penalized. Language understanding by our 
induced grammars attained a higher overall performance for English than for 
Chinese. 
Error Rate of GcsA Error Rate of GsA 
Traning Set 6.7% 5.5 % 
1993 Test Set 13.8 % 14.0 % 
1994 Test Set 13.9 % 12.2 % 
Table 5.6: Semantic sequence evaluation based on parsing with the semi-
automatically generated Chinese grammar GcsA and English grammar GsA-
5.4 Grammar Comparison Across Languages 
It is interesting to analyze and compare the semi-automatically derived gram-
mars across English (GsA) and Chinese (GcsA)- Some low level grammar 
rules, which represent short phrases for semantic classes, exhibit a word-
for-word correspondence (see Table 5.7). On the other hand, there are also 
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phrasal structures which reverse word ordering as we go from English to Chi-
nese. For example, to describe a date in English, we may sometimes put the 
day before the month, e.g. "the first of june"; but in Chinese the month 
always precedes the day, as in 六月(june) — 曰(first). More examples are 
shown in Table 5.8. In some other cases, the word or phrasal ordering may 
be shifted around. We also find that both English and Chinese express a 
semantic class in more than one way (see Table 5.9). 
Semantic Class English Grammar Rules Chinese Grammar Rules 
COST — AMOUNT MONEY_UNIT AMOUNT MONEY_UNIT 
e.g."/our hundred sixty six e.g."\zg 百 六 十 六 故“ 
� V ^v^ 
dollarS,, four hundred sixty six dollars 




ORIGIN ~^ FROM CITY_NAME FROM CITY_NAME 
e.g.“fromlasvegas” e . g . “ * 拉斯維加斯” 
^ ^ � V ‘ 
from las vegas 
STOPOVER — VIA CITY_NAME VIA CITY_NAME 
e.g.“via chicago,, e.g."、經芝加哥” 
^ ^ � ~ V ~ ‘ 
via chicago 
ROUTING ~> ORIGIN DESTINATION^ ORIGIN DESTINATION 
e.g.7rom cleveland to e . g . "由克里夫蘭飛去 
,,, ^>^、 '^^^ 
newark from develand to 紐華克” 
^^^^V~ ‘^ 
newark 
Table 5.7: Semi-automatically derived grammar rules in English and Chinese which 
show close correspondences across languages. 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 5. PORTABILITY TO CHINESE 
5.5 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the porting of our agglomerative clus-
tering algorithm to a translated ATIS corpus in Cantonese Chinese. The 
major difference between Chinese and English is that a space does not de-
limit Chinese words and therefore there exist ambiguities in word boundaries. 
We tokenized the Chinese character sequences into words prior to grammar 
induction. Experiments are performed with the same parameters (minimum 
count threshold, M = 5, number of merges in clustering, N = 5, number 
of seed categories = 20) used in previous experiments on English. Over-
all understanding performance of the induced Chinese grammar shows only 
slight degradation (within 3%) from the English grammar, mainly due to 
translation errors. It gives a positive result on language portability of the 





In this chapter, we try to explore the potential use of the parallel ATIS 
English / Chinese grammars obtained from our semi-automatic grammar 
induction algorithm. From our observations in Section 5.4, we found that 
the main difference between the English expressions and Chinese expressions 
in ATIS is the word / phrase ordering. For example, at the sentence level, 
date or time always appear at the end of English queries; however, in Chinese, 
they may be found elsewhere, e.g. (the date in corresponding English and 
Chinese queries are underlined). 
English: “what flights are there from newark to seattle on saturday,, 
Chinese: “ 星 期 六 紐 華 克 去 西 雅 圖 既 機 有 邊 班 呢 ” 
V ^^ _^ ^ ‘ ~ V ~ ‘ ^ ^ ^ ~ V ~ ‘ ^ ^ ^ � V ‘ 
saturday newark to seattle flight what 
Another major example is the wh- segment of a query. It always appears 
at the start of an English query, but often appears at the end of a Chinese 
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query. 
English: “what is m i a" 
Chinese: "m_i_a 即係也野，， 
^ ~ V , 
what is 
Apart from word / phrase ordering, almost all the key concepts such as origin 
and destination are in the English and Chinese expressions. It is possible to 
perform a bi-directional translation by concept-to-concept translation, using 
the parallel grammars, which also enforces the appropriate word / phrase 
ordering. This is an example-based machine translation approach. 
To support our approach towards example-based machine translation, we 
need 4 components: 
• A semantic parser with parallel English and Chinese grammars; 
• A tokenizer with a Chinese lexicon; 
• A set of English-Chinese concept alignments; and 
• A bilingual dictionary. 
The bottom-up semantic parser is used to parse the input sentence into se-
quences of semantic concepts for further translation. The tokenizer is only 
required for Chinese input to tokenize characters into words before parsing, 
and details are described in Section 5.1.1. The concept alignment served as 
examples for bi-directional sentence translation. The bilingual dictionary is 
for concept-to-concept translation. An overview of the translation procedure 
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will be shown in Figure 6.5. Details of procedures will be explained in Sec-
tion 6.3. We will begin by describing the bilingual dictionary and concept 
alignments in detail. 
6.1 Bilingual Dictionary 
The bilingual dictionary is derived from the English and Chinese rules in our 
semi-automatically acquired grammars. We manually map the corresponding 
English and Chinese pairs of words / phrases. For example, in the category 
of CITY_NAME: 
English grammar: 
CITY_NAME ~^ atlanta | baltimore | boston | burbank | canada . . . 
Chinese grammar: 
CITY_NAME ^ 亞特蘭大 I 巴的摩爾 I 波士頓 I 波班克丨加拿大 . . . 
Hence, the mapping becomes: 
atlanta f ^ 亞特蘭大 
baltimore o 巴 的 摩 爾 
boston o 波士頓 
: o : 
Besides the one-to-one mapping, it should be capable of dealing with many-
to-one or many-to-many mapping: 
los angeles | 1 a f ^ 洛杉磯 
salt lake city | salt lake ^ 鹽湖城 
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It also needs to handle words belonging to multiple categories. For in-
stance, “Washington,, is mapped to “華盛頓” in case of CITY_NAME, but “華 
盛頓州，，in case of STATE_NAME. The biligual dictionary is for bi-directional 
searching and translation between English and Chinese words within a par-
ticular category. 
6.2 Concept Alignments 
The core component of our bi-directional translation mechanism is the example-
based concept alignment. The examples from training sentences are used as 
the templates for English-Chinese translation in keeping control on word 
/ phrase ordering of the translation output. The templates were obtained 
from mapping concepts between the English semantic parse tree (see Figure 
6.1) and Chinese semantic parse tree (see Figure 6.2) of the parallel training 
corpora. The bottom-up semantic trees are generated from a parser which 
makes use of parallel grammars. Mapping between English concepts and 
Chinese concepts is based on the concept names and information provided 
by the bilingual dictionary whenever necessary. Figure 6.3 shows an example 
of concept alignments on the query, “whaVs the earliest flight from nashville 
to tacoma on american on tuesday the eighteenth of may,, and its translation, 
“邊班係美國航空公司五月十八星期二由納什維爾飛去他科馬最早個班 
機” .T h e mapping criterion is described in Table 6.1. 
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Scenario I. IF a concept appears only once in both sides of the En-
glish semantic tree and Chinese semantic tree, the 
English concept and Chinese concept are mapped di-
rectly, 
Scenario 11. ELSE IF a concept appears more than once, the values of that 
concept between English and Chinese are compared 
using the bilingual dictionary before mapping. 
Table 6.1: Mapping criterion for concept alignments. 
Concept alignments based on scenario I in Table 6.1: 
E.QUERY f ^ C.QUERY 
E.AIRLINE_NAME <H" C.AIRLINE_NAME 
： <H" ： 
Concept alignments based on scenario II in Table 6.1: 
E.ciTY_NAMEl ("nashville") o c .ciTY_NAMEl (“納什維爾（nashville)") 
E.CITY_NAME2 ("tacoma'') f ^ C.CITY_NAME2 (“他科馬（tacoma)，’） 
Alignment on every pair of English and Chinese queries comes with a score 
indicating the balance of concepts between English and Chinese queries. 
& = 1 - ^ ¾ ^ (6.1) 
^M + � T 
SU ： Alignment score 
• M : Number of mis-matched^ English / Chinese concepts 
C r ： Number of matched English / Chinese concepts 
1 A concept is considered as a mis-match if it is not matched with a corresponding 
concept and it is not contained by a matched concept from a higher level. 
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For the alignment shown in Figure 6.3, an alignment score = 1 - j ^ = 0.97. 
The only mis-matched concept is E.PREl (on). The other un-linked concepts 
(E.DAY (the eighteenth), E.PRE2 (on), E.PRE3 (of) and C.DiGiT (十八 ) a r e 
contained by the higher level mapped concepts. Table 6.2 shows their rela-
tion. 
Mapped Concept Member Concepts 
E.DATE (3) E.PRE (1) E.DAY_NAME ( l ) E.DATE_VALUE (2) 
E.DATE_VALUE (2) E.DAY (1) E.PRE3 (1) E.MONTH (1) 
C.DATE_VALUE (2) C.MONTH (1) C.DIGIT (1) 
Table 6.2: Relations between mapped concepts and their member concepts. 
The level number of each concept is indicated in parentheses. E.DAY, E.PRE2, 
E.PRE3 and C.DIGIT contr ibuted their semantics for the mapped concepts 
(E.DATE, E.DATE_VALUE and C.DATE_VALUE) in a higher level. Therefore, 
they are not counted as mis-matched concepts. Figure 6.4 depicts the overall 
procedures on concept alignment on English / Chinese queries. First, both 
English and Chinese queries are passed to the parser to produce the cor-
responding English / Chinese semantic trees. The semantic trees are then 
processed by the "concept mapper" by using the bilingual dictionary. With 
this alignment, a bi-directional translation can be performed by following the 
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English Query Chinese Query 
� T o k e n i z c r ^ < Chinese Lexicon 
Parallel Grammar 
1 ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ - ^ 
| semant ic P a r s e ^ ^ e m a n t i c P a r s e ^ 
English Semantic Tree Chinese Semantic Tree 
\ z 
^ o n c e p t M a p p e � < Bilingual Dictionary 
Concept 
Alignments 
Figure 6.4: Procedures of concept alignment on English and Chinese queries. 
6.3 Translation Procedures 
Translation involves matching and searching. Figure 6.5 shows the flow of 
the translation process. A semantic tree (just like the tree shown in Figure 
6.1 or Figure 6.2) is produced by parsing the input query. It is then compared 
with the example trees of the corresponding language in a set of concepts 
alignments. 
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English/Chinese Query 
|X 
\ � Tokenizer ) < Chinese Lexicon 
1 / 
^emantic Parse^ ^ Parallel Grammar 
EngIishy'Chinese Semantic Tree 
( N Concept 
^ n c e p t s M a t c h e H < Alignments 
C Generator ) A Bilingual Dictionary 
Translated Query 
Figure 6.5: Overview of translation procedures. 
6.3.1 The Matching Process 
Comparison on semantic trees is performed by a "concepts matcher". It is 
based on the top level of concepts (underlined concepts in Figure 6.1 and 
6.2), e.g. 
For English parse tree in concept alignments (refer to Figure 6.1): 
"QUERY SUPERLATIVE FLIGHT ROUTING PREl AIRLINE_NAME DEPARTURE_DATE" 
For Chinese parse tree in concept alignments (refer to Figure 6.2): 
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"QUERY AIRLINE_NAME DEPARTURE_DATE ROUTING SUPERLATIVE FLIGHT" 
The order o f t h e concept sequence is also taken into account. All the matched 
concept alignments are selected by the "concepts matcher" and classified as 
an exact match. If there are no selected concept alignments, some concepts 
such as DUMMY (filler: please | okay | . . . ) and PRE (preposition: on | in 
. . . ) a r e removed from the top level concepts of the input semantic tree. 
For example, "QUERY SUPERLATIVE FLIGHT ROUTING PREl AIRLINE_NAME 
DEPARTURE-DATE" beCOmes "QUERY SUPERLATIVE FLIGHT ROUTING AIR-
LINE_NAME DEPARTURE—DATE”. The same removal procedure is applied to 
the concept sequences in our training set before matching takes place. Hence 
the chance of matching increases. Then comparison will tu rn to selecting 
alignments with the semantic tree t ha t the aligned concepts containing all 
the top level concepts from input semantic tree, sequences of concepts are 
not considered. This is known as a robust match. Otherwise, direct t rans-
lation on each of the top level concepts takes place from the input semantic 
tree. This is the case of no match. Following is an example of the matching 
process in English-Chinese translat ion, 
1. An English query, “what is the cheapest flight on american airlines 
from develand to miami on may seventh,, becomes "QUERY SUPERLA-
TIVE FLIGHT PREl AIRLINE_NAME ROUTING DEPARTURE_DATE" after 
bo t tom-up parsing. 
2. It is compared with the top level concepts f rom the English seman-
tic tree in Figure 6.1, "QUERY SUPERLATIVE FLIGHT ROUTING PREl 
AIRLINE_NAME DEPARTURE_DATE". There is no exact match. 
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3. The input top level concepts will be filtered to "QUERY SUPERLA-
TIVE FLIGHT ROUTING AIRLINE_NAME DEPARTURE_DATE" (PREl is 
removed). 
4. A robust match is then obtained with the instance in Figure 6.3 (all 
the concepts are matched with the linked concepts from concept align-
ments) . 
5. The concept alignments are selected for the further searching process 
to produce the translation output. 
6.3.2 The Searching Process 
Searching is performed by a "generator", which follows the order of top level 
concepts from the semantic tree of the opposite language. For each concept, 
it then follows the link to the concept of the corresponding language which is 
equal to the concept from the input semantic tree. The value o f the concept is 
translated by the bilingual dictionary. If the concept contains other concepts, 
recursive searching will go down and branch into the semantic tree until a 
terminal is reached. Figure 6.6 illustrates the searching in translating the 
English query “what is the cheapest flight on american airlines from cleveland 
to miami on may seventh'' to “邊班係美國航空公司五月七號由克里夫蘭 
飛去邁阿密最平個班機” . T h e top level concepts are underlined and the 
number beside each node of the input semantic tree indicates the sequence 
of the search. Searching starts at C.QUERY and ends at C.FLIGHT. The links 
with solid lines within the concepts alignment are the paths that searching 
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has gone through (e.g. C.QUERY ^ E.QUERY ~> “what is,,). When an 
intermediate level of concept is reached (e.g. C.ROUTiNG ~^ E.ROUTiNG ~> 
E.ORlGlN E.DESTiNATlON), searching refers to the correspondences in the 
bilingual dictionary in order to determine the ordering. If there is no such 
correspondence, ordering is determined by the input semantic tree itself (e.g. 
ORIGIN DESTINATION). For each of the next intermediate level of concepts 
(e.g. E.ORlGlN, E.DESTINATION)，the search repeats in the same manner 
until the terminal level is reached (e.g. E.FROM: “from”, E.ciTY_NAMEl: 
“cleveland”, E.TO: "io", E.CITY_NAME2: “miami”）. Below are the steps of 
searching, as depicted in Figure 6.6 (all translations were correct): 
1. Searching starts at C.QUERY with target concept E.QUERY: “what is”, 
and it is translated to “邊班係，，by the bilingual dictionary. 
2. Searching proceeds to C.AIRLINE_NAME with target concept 
E.AIRLINE_NAME: “american airlines”, we get “美國航空公司，，. 
3. Searching continues to C.DEPARTURE_DATE with target concept 
E.DEPARTURE_DATE: E.DATE. It then goes down the branch of E.DATE 
and reaches E.DATE_VALUE: E.MONTH E.DAY. Searching refers to the 
Chinese correspondence of English expression from the bilingual dic-
tionary (English: MONTH DAY ^ Chinese: MONTH DAY), and gets “五 
月七號，，as output . 
4. Searchingjumps to C.ROUTiNG with target concept E.ROUTiNG: E.ORiGiN 
E.DESTINATION. Chinese correspondence of English ORlGiN DESTINA-
TION is found from the bilingual dictionary (English: ORiGiN DESTI-
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NATION <H" Chinese: ORIGIN DESTINATION). Searching on C.ORlGlN 
and C.DESTiNATiON are in the same recursive manner and obtains “由 
克里夫蘭飛去邁阿密” finally. 
5. Searching goes to C.SUPERLATIVE with target concept E.SUPERLATIVE: 
“the cheapest,,. The output is “最平”. 
6. The particle “個” is inserted as it is not parsed in the Chinese semantic 
tree (see Figure 6.2). 
7. Searching ends at C.FLIGHT with target concept E.FLiGHT: “flight”. 
We get “班機”. 
8. The final translation output is “ 邊 班 係 + 美 國 航 空 公 司 + 五 月 七 號 
+ 由 克 里 夫 蘭 飛 去 邁 阿 密 + 最 平 + 個 + 班 機 ” . 
For the Chinese-to-English translation, the matching process is similar to 
English-to-Chinese translation. But the search process is in the reversed 
direction — searching star ts at E.QUERY and ends at E.DEPARTURE_DATE 
(from Figure 6.6). For example, in translating “邊班係美國航空公司五月 
七號由克里夫蘭飛去邁阿密最平個班機”， the searching mechanism is sim-
ilar to English-to-Chinese translation but in reversed direction (E.QUERY ~> 
E.SUPERLATIVE ~^ E.FLIGHT ~^ E.ROUTING ~^ E.PREl ~^ E.AIRLINE_NAME 
~^ E.DEPARTURE—DATE). The only exception is tha t E.PREl is unlinked and 
searching uses the value of E.PREl ("on") in the English semantic tree from 
the concept alignments instead. The translation output will be “what is + 
the cheapest + flight + from cleveland to miami + on + american airlines 
+ on may seventh”. 
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Since there may be more than one concept alignments templates selected 
by the "concepts matcher", the same translation output may be produced by 
different templates. All the unique translation outputs are stored with their 
average alignment score. 
^Aavg = ^ — ( 6 . 2 ) 
T1/ 
k=l 
SAavg ‘ Average alignment score 
SAk : Alignment score of the k^ concept alignments • 
which generates the same translation output 
n : Number of occurrences of the same translation output 
Hence, we get multiple outputs sorted according to the average alignment 
score. The alignment with the highest average score is selected as the final 
output. 
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I n p u t S e m a n t i c T r e e C o n c e p t A l i g n m e n t s 
E n g l i s h S e m a n t i c T r e e C h i n e s e S e m a n t i c T r e e „ ™ . „ ™ 
— - - ^ - - ^ i A K i 
1 E.OUERY: whal is • • E.QUERY • • C.OUERY ^ _ 
16 "•• E.SUPERLATIVE: the cheapest • ••• E.SUPERLATIVE « • C.AIRLINE NAME ^I^__ 
1 7 E.FLIGHT: fliehl • • • E.FLIGHT A / C.DEPARTURE DATE: ^4"-^ 
E.PRE1: on E.ROUTING: U /�C.DATE N^ 
2 …E.AIR NAME: american airlines� ， ^ E.ORIGlN E.DESTINATION ^ ^ j / ^ C.DATE: >^ 
9 E.ROUTING: •�....••• E.ORIGIN: \ / / / C.DATE_VALUE C.DAY.NAMeX 
E.OR!GlN E.DESTINATION \ E.FROM E.CITY_NAME1 \ ^ ^ / f / C.DATE_VALUE: 
1 0 E.ORIGIN: \ E.DESTINATION: X u N y V / / / C.MONTH C.DIGlT 
E.FROM E.CITY_NAME1 ....... E.TO E.CITY_NAME2 \ \ j ^ / / : • C.DAY_NAME j 
1 3 E.DESTINATION: ...... E.FROM % \ ^ / ^ ^ / ^ C.MONTH J 
E.TOE.CITY_NAME2 \ ECITY_NAME1 *^\'^j\ o4* C.DIGIT J 
1 1 E.FROM:/rom \ E.TO <X jlU^ •.>�...\ C.ROUTING: -
1 2 E.CITY_NAME1: cleveland \ E.CITY_NAME2_]"^ ^^ **j("^ :'y., C.ORIGIN C.DESTINATION \ 
1 4 E.TO: to \ E.PRE1 •hh'^^,..浓../ ....• C.ORIGIN: \ 
1 5 E.CITY_NAME2: miami ^ E.AIRLINE NAME • f i S ' J ^ \ C.FROM C.CITY_NAME1 \ 
3 E.DEPARTURE DATE: E.DEPARTURE DATE: ^ / '^'./^S \ C.DESTINATION: \ 
E.DATE E.DATE / . y V ' A \ C.TO C.ClTY_NAME2 I 
4 E.DATE: E.DATE: ^ /： / \ ^ \ ^ C.FROM J 
E.PRE2 E.DATE_VALUE E.PRE2 E.DAY_NAME E.DATE_VALUE / / / ' ' . ¾ . > C.CITY_NAME1 / 
5 E.PRE2: on E.PRE2 • / / / ^ '» C.TO >^ 
6 E.DATE_VALUE: E.DAY_NAME ^ / / W C.CITY_NAME2 ^ y ^ 
E.MONTH E.DAY E.DATE_VALUE: J / ^ C.SUPERLATIVE - ^ ^ 
7 E.MONTH: may E.DAY E.PRE3 E.MONTH / • C.FLlGHT " ^ ™ 
8 E.DAY: seventh E.DAY • / ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
E.PRE3 • / E N D 
E.MONTH •‘ 
Searching Sequences Input Output 
c.QUERY (1) “what is,, “邊班係，， 
C.AIRLINE_NAME (2) “americcm airlines” “美國航空公司” 
c.DEPARTUREJDATE (3-8) “071 may seventh,, “五月七號” 
c.ROUTiNG (9-15) “from cleveland to miami,,“由克里夫蘭飛去邁阿密” 
c.suPERLATivE (16) “the cheapesV, “最平，， 
c.FLiGHT (17) “flight'' “班機“ 
Figure 6.6: Searching in English-to-Chinese translation. 
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6.3.3 Heuristics to Aid Translation 
Due to the imbalance between English and Chinese expressions, some con-
cepts are unable to be translated completely based only on the bilingual 
dictionary. We need some heuristics to provide a complete meaning. The 
most obvious example are numbers. Numbers carry different meanings when 
associated with different words. For instance, “at three thirty" (a time) can 
not be directly translated as “三(three)三十（thirty)，，in Chinese. This is 
because the time units (hours and minutes) are usually hidden or expressed 
implicitly in English, but in Chinese, time units have to been stated explicitly 
in time expressions. The correct translations should be: 
三 點 三 十 分 o r 三 點半 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
three o 'clock thirty minute three half past 
The next example is ''five p m" and “eight p m". "p m" is translated as “下 
晝，，in the first case while “夜晚” in the second case. That is, “下晝（p m) 
五（five)點” and “夜晚（p m )八 ( e i g h t ) 點 ” . I t shows that in Cantonese 
Chinese, the interpretation of "p m" depends on the time value related, “下 
畫，，is used for expressing time between 12:00 pm and 6:00 pm, and “夜晚，’ 
is for the period roughly after 6:00 pm. But in English, we don't care about 
the time value and only use “p m" for time after 12:00 pm. 
Another example is ''seven fifty seven” (a flight number), where the word 
“ f i f t f can be translated as “五十” (fifty) or “五零，，(five zero) according 
to the bilingual dictionary, but in this case, it should be translated as “五” 
(five) instead. The correct translation is: 
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七 五 七 (correct translation) 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
seven five seven 
七 五 零 七 (word-for-word incorrect translation) 
^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ V ^ ^ ^ 
seven five zero seven 
However, there is a counter case, in "m eighty,,, “eighty,, should be trans-
lated as “八十，，（eighty) or “八零”（eight zero) instead of “八” (eight) only. 
To handle this problem, a suggested way is to translate the input to the 
numerical value first. Then the output is obtained by translating each of the 
numbers, e.g. 
“seven fifty severi" ^ 757 ^ “ 七 五 七 ” 
^ - ^ ^ V ^ ^ V ^ 
7 5 7 
‘‘eighty,, ^ 80 —“八零，， ^^^^ 
8 0 
The last example is “two flights” (quantity), “two,, is translated as “兩” 
instead of “二” in this case. Although “二” and “兩” are equivalent in 
Cantonese Chinese, we always use “兩(two)班機（flight)” rather than “二 
(two)班機（flight)，，. This is the only exceptional case in the translation of 
quantities. 
6.4 Evaluation 
The evalution of our translation algorithm is based on the ATIS-3 1993 and 
1994 test sets mentioned in Section 4.1 with the parallel translated Chinese 
test sets. The translation result is tested on the coverage as well as perfor-
mance. 
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6.4.1 Coverage 
The coverage of the translation result is actually the coverage of concept 
alignments that are used for matching with the input semantic trees. "Exact 
Match" refers to exact match on top level concepts between semantic tree 
from input query and that from the concepts alignment in sequence. Flu-
ent and completeness on translation result are guaranteed. "Robust Match" 
occurs when exact match failed, so matching only focuses on whether the 
mapped concepts from concepts alignment contain all the top level concepts 
from the input query. Concepts ordering are not considered. Fluent and 
completeness on translation output are not guaranteed in robust match. "No 
Match" occurs when both "Exact Match" and "Robust Match" failed. 
English-to-Chinese Chinese-to-English 
Match 1993 Test 1994 Test 1993 Test 1994 T e s t ^ 
Exact 338/448 (75.4%) 312/444 (70.3%) 308/448 (68.8%) 330/444 (74.3%) 
Robust 34/448 ( 7.6%) T l / 4 4 4 ( 7.0%) 31/448 ( 6.9%) 29/444 ( 6.5%) 
i o 76/448 (17.0%) 101/444 (22.7%Y 109/448 (24.3%) 85/444 (19.1%) 
Table 6.3: Translation coverage based on Exact Match, Robust Match and 
No Match. 
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Table 6.3 shows that both English-to-Chinese and Chinese-to-English 
translations have a similar coverage. Examples of Exact Match, Robust Match 
and No Match translations are shown in Tables 6.4 and 6.5. 
Exact Match 
English input : “yes i'd like to find a flight from memphis to tacoma stop-
ping in los angeles,, 
Chinese output: " ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ ^ ^ j ^ j ^ ^ ^ % ^ ^ " 
i'd like from memphis to tacoma stop in los angeles flight 
Robust Match 
English input : “i，d like to book a flight from cincinnati to new york city 
on united airlines for next saturday,, 
Chinese output: " ^ 需 要 八 y ^ 、聯气航空,T气拜六,、气飛八^八辛气那提八f . 
t, like book united airlines next saturday depart from cincinnati to 
紐 約 市 既 機 ” 
^ ~ V ~ ‘ ^ ^ 
new york city flight 
No Match 
English input : “please find a flight round trip from los angeles to tacoma 
Washington with a stopover in san francisco not exceeding 
the price of three hundred dollars for june tenth nineteen 
ninety three” 
Chinese output: “ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ $ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ m ^ ^ 
please flight round trip from los angeles to tacoma washington stopover 
三蕃市 平 過 價 錢 三百蚊 六月十曰起 
^ ^ V ~ ‘ ^ ^ ^ V ^ ^ ^ V ~ ‘ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
san francisco not exceeding price three hundred dollars june tenth 
飛 一 九 九 三 ” 
^ V ‘ 
nineteen ninety three 
Table 6.4: Examples of Exact Match, Robust Match and No Match English-
to-Chinese translations. 
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Exact Match 
Chinese input : “ 我 想 訂 班 下 星 期 六 由 辛 辛 那 提 去 紐 約 既 
^s^^^ N ^ '^^^� V ^^V^ ^^^ 
i wnat book next saturday from cincinnati to new york 
聯合航空班機” 
^ V ' ^ ^ 
united airlines flight 
English output: "z need to book a flight from cincinnati to new york depart 
next saturday on united,, 
Robust Match 
Chinese input : “ 我 要 一 班 由 邁 阿 密 起 飛 大 約 下 畫 五 點 到 
^ V ' ^ ^ ^ � ~ V ~ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ � V ' ^ v ^ 
i want from miami to around five p m to 
芝 加 哥 既 美 國 航 空 班 機 ” 
“ ~ V “^^ ‘ ^ V ‘ ' ^ ^ 
chicago american airlines flight 
English output: “i want from miami to chicago on american flights depart 
about five p m" 
N o Match 
Chinese input : “ 星 期 日 紐 約 去 拉 斯 維 加 斯 同 孟 斐 斯 去 
“^^V^^‘ ^ V ^ ^ ^ � V ' ^ ^ � ~ V ~ ' ^ ^ 
sunday new york to las vega$ and memphis to 
拉斯維加斯” 
^ V ‘ 
las vegas 
English output: “depart on sunday from new york to las vegas and from 
memphis to las vegas,, 
Table 6.5: Examples of Exact Match, Robust Match and No Match Chinese-
to-English translations. 
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6.4.2 Performance 
The quality of translation is graded manually. There are 4 grades for the the 
translation quality: 
Full 1 : Translation is fully accepted. 
Full 2 : Key concepts are translated, but it is not fluent. 
Partial : Key concepts are missing and meaning of translation is affected. 
Bad : Translation is non-sense or incorrect. 
English-to-Chinese Chinese-to-English 
Grade ~ 1 9 9 3 Test 1994 Test 1993 Test 1994 Test 
Full 1 383/448 (85.5%) ^ 4 / 4 4 4 (84.2%) 351/448 (78.3%) 325/444 (73.2%) 
Full 2 28/448 ( 6.3%) ~ i ^ 4 4 4 ( 3.6%) —49/448 (10.9%f 14/444 ( 3.2%) 
Partial 32/448 ( 7.1%) 49/444 (ll.Q%) 45/448 (10.0%) 93/444 (20.9%) 
^ d 5/448 ( 1.1%) 5/444 ( 1.1%) 3/448 ( 0.7%) 12/444 ( 2.7%) 
Table 6.6: Translation Performance 
We recruited an impartial subject for evaluating the translation performance. 
Table 6.6 shows the translation performance on the 4 test sets (2 English test 
sets and 2 Chinese test sets). The translation result is fairly good (above 
83% in English-to-Chinese full translation and 73% in Chinese-to-English 
full translation). As the training set was collected in 1993, the performance 
on the 1993 test set is slightly higher than that of the 1994 test set in both 
English-to-Chinese translation and Chinese-to-English translations. Table 
6.7 shows the translation results with different grades. The main reason for 
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missing concepts in partial translations is the imperfectly translated Chinese 
corpus which results in an imbalance between English parse trees and Chinese 
parse trees in concept alignments (missing key concepts in Chinese parse tree 
for alignment). This affects the overall translation performance directly. 
On the other hand, we discovered that the Chinese-to-English translation 
suffers from the problem of syntactic error, e.g. “what is a flights ... ’’. This 
kind of error is mainly due to random selection of terminals after we have 
identified the appropriate context-free grammar rules during translation (e.g. 
FLIGHT — flight I flights). However, this problem is not found in the English-
to-Chinese translation, as Chinese does not need number agreement and has 
no inflectional forms. This problem can be solved by using a grammar checker 
to correct the grammatical errors. 
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— Full 1 
English input : “i need to book a flight from cincinnati to new york depart 
next saturday on united,, 
Chinese o u t p u t : “ 我 想 訂 班 下 星 期 六 由 辛 辛 那 提 去 紐 約 既 
^ ~ • ^ ‘ “ V ' ^ ^ � V ' ^ ^ ^^v^ 
i need to book next saturday from cincinnati to new york 
聯合航空班機” 
^ V ' ^ v ^ 
united airline flight 
Chinese input : “ 我 想 要 星 期 二 由 底 特 律 去 聖 地 牙 哥 既 班 機 ” 
" ~ V ~ ' � ^ ^ V ~ ' ^ ^ � ~ V ~ ' ^ ^ � V ‘ ^ ^ 
i need tuesday from detroit to san diego flight 
English output : "z need flight depart on tuesday from detroit to san diego,, 
� Full 2 " ^ 
English input : “tell me all the airports near westchester county,, 
Chinese o u t p u t :話俾我知所有機場西赤斯特城，’ 
^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V ‘ 
tell me all airport westchester county 
Chinese input : 唔該我想知道由 e _ w _ r 去紐約既““地面交通 ~ ~“ 
" ^ ^ ^ ^ '^y^ ^^ ^^^ ^ V ‘ 
please i want from to new york ground transportation 
English ou tpu t : “i，ll need from e w r to new york ground transportation” 
— Part ia l 
English input : “list the airlines with flights to or from deiwer,, 
Chinese output: “列出邊間航空公司有來往既航班” 
^ V ^ ‘ V ‘ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
list the airline round trip flight 
Chinese input : “話我知有邊間航空公司有丹佛既航機” 
“ ~ V ~ ‘ ^ V ‘ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
tell me airline denver flight 
English ou tpu t : “tell me airline denver flight” 
— B a d " ^ 
English input : “how many people will a seven fifty seven hold” 
Chinese output: “ 幾多 七 五 七 ” 
^ ^ ^ ~ V ~ ‘ 
how many seven fifty seven 
Chinese input : “ 一 架 七 五 七 飛 機 可 以 載 幾 多 人 ” 
‘ ‘ 
how many people will a seven fifty seven hold 
English ou tpu t : “seven five seven aircraft how many” 
Table 6.7: Examples of translation in different grades. 
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6.5 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have introduced a bi-directional translation mechanism by 
using the semi-automatically generated parallel English and Chinese gram-
mars. We adopted an example-based translation approach where examples 
are obtained from alignment between concepts from the English and Chinese 
semantic parse trees. English and Chinese concepts translation is based on 
a bilingual dictionary derived from the parallel grammar. Translation in-
volves matching between semantic trees and searching in the input semantic 
tree. Our initial work shows an encouraging result (above 83% in English-
to-Chinese full translation and 73% in Chinese-to-English full translation) 





In this thesis, we have presented a semi-automatic approach for grammar in-
duction, to achieve language understanding in a restricted domain. Our ag-
glomerative clustering technique strives to construct a context-free grammar 
from unannotated corpora, since annotation is time-consuming and expen-
sive. Our approach is semi-automatic, as the clustering algorithm is amenable 
to initialization with prior domain-specific knowledge to catalyze grammar 
induction, and the grammar inferred can easily be hand-revised for quality 
improvement. 
We applied the grammar induction algorithm to a task domain of Air 
Travel Information Service, ATis. The semi-automatically generated gram-
mar GsA was evaluated on parse coverage and error rate in understanding. A 
g r a m m a r G n w a s a l s o h a n d c r a f t e d b a s e d o n t h e s a m e A T i s t r a i n i n g c o r p u s . 
Comparison between GsA and Gn shows that GsA has good coverage for the 
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two (disjoint) test sets (1993 test set and 1994 test set) in parsing for un-
derstanding. Evaluation based on semantic sequences (concept accuracies) 
shows comparable training set performances. Test set performance of GsA 
suffers some degradation, but still remained above 85%. These results were 
encouraging, and we proceeded to examine the language portability of our 
agglomerative clustering approach. 
We tested our grammar induction approach on Cantonese Chinese. Can-
tonese Chinese is a dialect spoken in South China, Hong Kong, Macau and 
many overseas Chinese communities. We translated the original ATIS corpus 
manually to produce a parallel Chinese corpus. One major difference between 
English and Chinese is that a space is not used to delimit Chinese words. 
Thus, we tokenized the Chinese queries into words prior to agglomerative 
clustering. Grammar induction then proceeded with the same parameters as 
were used in English. Evaluation is based on the two Chinese test sets. The 
Chinese semi-automatically generated grammar GcsA suffers from a slight 
degradation in parse coverage when compared to GsA, due mainly to imper-
fect translations. Comparison between the English and Chinese grammars, 
shows a strong correspondence between grammar categories but a frequent 
reversal of the word / phrase ordering. 
We extended our work by using the parallel English / Chinese grammars 
for example-based bi-directional machine translation. The example tem-
plates are obtained from the concept alignments between the corresponding 
English / Chinese semantic parse trees, which are derived from the training 
sentences. A bilingual dictionary is derived from the parallel grammar. In the 
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translation, two kinds of word / phrase ordering are considered: Global order-
ing refers to the concept ordering in the sentential level, which is controlled 
by information provided in the example templates. Local ordering refers to 
the word / concept ordering within a concept, which is controlled by infor-
mation provided in the bilingual dictionary. Evaluation shows a fairly good 
coverage and acceptable translation quality — above 83% full translation 
in English-to-Chinese and above 73% full translation in Chinese-to-English. 
Further improvement is desirable in the future. 
7.2 Future Work 
Our future plan focuses on three aspects: 
1. Improve the grammar induction process. 
2. Improve the bi-directional machine translation mechanism. 
3. Examine the domain portability of our semi-automatic grammar in-
duction approach. 
7.2.1 Suggested Improvements on Grammar Induction 
Process 
From our observation in temporal clustering, we found that merging tends to 
choose word pairs with higher frequencies (see Table 7.1). This implies that 
the portion P{e1,e2) which is multiplied to l o g p ^ ^ y seems to dominate 
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the improved mutual information MI* in some cases. 
M/*(ei,e2) = P ( e i , _ g ^ ^ 
= P(e,,e2)MI 
Form Table 7.1, the phrase "me the,, is not a good key phrase; however, its 
high frequency count of 207 caused it to be ranked fourth highest in MI*. On 
the other hand, “las ^gas,, was ranked sixth with a lower frequency count 
of 103. To deal with this side-effect, a distance measure, Information Gain 
(/G), may be used in place of MI*. 
/G(e i , e2 )= P ( e i ’ _ g ^ + P ( e i ， _ g ^ 
+ 尸 ( 输 鑑 + 卿 - 鶴 ( 7 . 1 ) 
IG is the sum of mutual informations which consider all the combinations of 
presence/absence of entities e1,e2. In Equation 7.1, P(ei , e2) is probability 
of (ei 62), i.e. F : ^ g r t U , P ( ^ h ^ ) is probability of entity ei that is not 
followed by entity e2, i.e. 1 二 「 / ; = 广 、 , � ( � , � � i ^ probability of entity 
62 that is not preceded by entity e ! � i . e . 厂”^ ^ -二 = ,， a n d 户(可,司 is 
1 - P(e1,e2) - P ( e i , ^ - P ( ^ , 62). Table 7.2 shows a list of word phrases 
with descending order of IG where other parameter configurations are the 
same as used in calculating MI*. The phrase “las vegas” has higher IG than 
does "me the”. Thus, “las vegas” can be merged earlier. Table 7.3 shows the 
first 30 word phrases produced by MI* and IG. We found that IG tends to 
merge "meaningful" phrases earlier, e.g. 14 city names, while only 11 city 
names are discovered by MI*. The phrase "me the,, merged by MI*, is not 
found in IG. Further investigation is left as our future work. 
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Word Phrase (e! e2) MI* (xlO—i) Freq{ei e2) MI 
flights from 1.09 580 3.23 
show me 1.02 331 5.29 
new york 0.54 135 6.89 
me the 0.46 207 3.89 
a flight 0.45 160 4.85 
las vegas 0.44 103 7.37 
flight from 0.42 225 3.23 
the flights 0.36 217 2.85 
saint paul/petersburg 0.32 77 7.20 
round trip 0.31 67 7.96 
Table 7.1: Example word phrases with frequency, mutual information (MI) 
and mutual information {MI*). 
Word Phrase IG ( x lO-” 
show me 1.14 
flights from 0.96 
new york 0.63 
las vegas 0.52 
a flight 0.40 
me the 0.38 
round trip 0.36 
saint paul/petersburg 0.35 
flight from 0.34 
los angeles 0.33 
Table 7.2: Example word phrases and information gain {IG). 
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Word Phrases by MI* ~ Word Phrases by IG 
TCMi.o show me the TCiG_o a flight 
TCMi_i a flight TC/G_i las vegas 
TCMiJ2, me the TCiGj2 new york 
TCMi_3 new york TC1G_3 flights from 
TCMi_4 show me TC!G_4 show me 
TCMij5 flights from TC1G_5 kansas city 
TCMiJo show me all TCjcjo salt lake 
TCMij7 kansas city TCjcj i los angeles 
TCuiJi round trip TCic_% saint SCiGj2^ 
TCMi^ saint SCMij2^ TC1G_9 round trip 
TCMiAO las vegas TCio_io give me 
TCMiAi los angeles TC/G_ii san francisco 
TCMi.12 a flight from TCia_n i need 
TCu i -u list all TCjG-i3 san diego 
TCMi_u i need 7"CVG�4 show me the 
TCMi.i5 san diego TCjGA5 i would like 
TCMi.i6 salt lake city TCio_i6 san jose 
TCui_n would like TC/G_17 would like 
TC*M/j8 flight from TC/G_i8 i would 
TCMiA9 salt lake TC/G_19 show me all 
TCMij20 san 5CM/_i4^ TCiGj20 salt lake city 
TCMiJ2i SCMi_i^ to SCM1.7 TCiGj2i long beach 
TCMIJ2.2 to SCMiJi to TCiGj2,2 saint louis 
TCMIJ23 SCuiJ to TCjGj23 a flight from 
TCMij2A what is TCjcjiA list all 
TCMiJ2,b i would like TCjcjib i'd like 
TCM/_26 i'd like TC/c_26 S C i c J to 
TCMij2,7 to SCMi_7 TCiGj27 lov6 field 
TCMij28 list the TCicjis ground transportation 
TCMij29 what flights TCiGj29 what is 
Table 7.3: First 30 word phrases generated based on mutual information 
(MI*) and information gain {IG). 
1<SCMJ_2 — paul I petersburg 
^SCMi-U ~> francisco | jose 
^SCMi.7 — nashville 丨 toronto | tampa | detroit | S"CW/_8, SCMi.s ^ milwaukee | TCW/_9 | TCMi 
^SCiGJ2. — paul I petersburg 
^SC1G.9 ^ nashville | toronto | milwaukee | TCjc.s | TCioj> 
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7.2.2 Suggested Improvements on Bi-directional Ma-
chine Translation 
Our proposed bi-directional machine translation mechanism is an example-
based approach, where the example templates are obtained from the training 
on parallel English ATis and translated Chinese ATis corpora. The transla-
tion performance is affected by translation quality of the parallel Chinese 
corpus. It is necessary to find a way to prevent the translator from picking 
bad templates for translation. The alignment score introduced in Equation 
6.1, which is for indicating an imbalance between English and Chinese seman-
tic concepts, can provide some information on filtering the bad templates. 
g^ _ 1 — CM 
CM + Cr 
SA ： Alignment score 
CM : Number of mis-matched English / Chinese concepts 
Cr : Number of matched English / Chinese concepts 
In this equation, all the mis-matched concepts carry equal weight. In 
actuality, some concepts are more important than others. Hence we suggest 
the the concepts be weighted according to their degree of importance for 
language understanding. For example, 1 > . •. > weight{origin) > . • • > 
weight{preposition) > ... > weight{filler) > . . . > 0. This will enable us 
to avoid selecting example templates which are missing important concepts 
due to human errors in translation. If we incorporate this weighing scheme 
in our framework, Equation 6.1 becomes: 
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巧 = 1 _ ^ ; : , ~ ~ ~ (7.2) 
Ez=0 ^i + z2j=0 ^3 
t > m 
l>w > 0 
5^ : Suggested alignment score 
m : Number of mis-matched English / Chinese concepts 
t : Number of matched English / Chinese concepts 
Wi : Assigned weight of i^ ^ concept 
7.2.3 Domain Portability 
One of our future tasks is to test the domain portability of our semi-automatic 
grammar induction approach. We want to extend our agglomerate clustering 
algorithm to a larger and more complex domain such as foreign exchange or 
financial news. 
7.3 Contributions 
In this work, we have devised a semi-automatic grammar induction methodol-
ogy which can acquire syntactic and semantic structures for natural language 
understanding. Our grammar induction algorithm is initially run in a un-
supervised mode, which discovers obvious classes such as “city name” and 
“month,, in addition to others. This provides a reference for developer to 
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enhance the discovered classes by providing a complete set of terminals as 
well as a semantic label for the class. Subsequent runs with the grammar in-
duction algorithm produce useful phrasal structures, which is demonstrated 
in the system's capability of bi-directional English-Chinese translation based 
on the discovered bilingual grammars and a set of training sentences. In 
the machine translation issue, a bi-directional translation system is desirable 
since less effort is required to improve the system. A possible application 
is in cross-lingual NL interface for information retrieval. The user can type 
in a natural language query in the source language, and which gets trans-
lated into a natural language query in the target language, and subsequently 
used to retrieve information in the target language. Similarly, our approach 
can be applied in interpretative telephony, where an English speaker can ask 
a question in English, which gets automatically translated to Chinese and 
synthesized to the Chinese listener. The Chinese listener can then respond 
by speaking the answer in Chinese, which gets automatically translated to 
English for the English listener (previous English speaker). Such applica-
tions have the potential of enabling human-human communication across 
languages in a real-time manner. 
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Appendix A 
Original SQL Queries 
select dist inct flight.flight_id f rom flight 
where {flightairline.code = "UA" and (flight.from.airport in ( 
select airporLservice. airporLcode f rom airporLservice 
where airporLservice. city.code in ( 
select city.city_code f rom city 
where city.city_name = “DENVER,’)) and {flightto.airpoH in ( 
select airporLservice. airport.code f rom airport.service 
where airportservice. city.code in ( 
select city.city_code f rom city 
where city.city.name = "BALTIMORE")) 
and flight.flight_days in ( 
select days.days-Code f rom days 
where days.day_name in ( 
select date-day. day.name f rom date-day 
where date_day.year = 1993 
and date.day. month.number = 6 
and date.day.day-number = 14))))) 
Figure A.1: SQL query for minimum reference answer. 
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select distinct 
，，，，||vO.flkht�d||，，’，，""||vO.airline_code||"", ""| |vl.airport_code||"", 
"'i |v2.city_code||"", ""||v2.city_name||"", ""||v3.airport_code||"", 
""||v4.city_code||"", ""||v4.city_name||"", ""| |v5.days.code||"", 
""||v6.day_name||"", 
v6.year, v6.month_number, v6.day_number from flight vO, 
airportjservice vl , city v2, airportjservice v3, 
city v4, days v5, date_day v6 
where ((vO.airline_code = 'uA') 
and (((vO.from_airport = any vl.airport_code) 
and ((vl.city_code = any v2.city_code) 
and (v2,city_name = ‘DENVER，))） 
and (((vO.to_airport = any v3.airport_code) 
and ((v3.city_code = any v4.city_code) 
and (v4.city_name = 'BALTIMORE'))) 
and ((vO.flight_days = any v5.days_code) 
and ((v5.day_name = any v6.day_name) 
and (((v6.year = 1993) 
and (v6.month_number = 6)) 
and (v6.day_number = 14))))))) 




SCo — layover | stopover TCo ~> flights from 
SCi ~^ arrives | stops TCy — show me 
SC2 — paul I petersburg TC^ — new york 
SC3 ^ numbers | times TC3 — flight from 
SC4 ~^ december | february TC4 ~> las vegas 
SC5 ~^ earliest | latest TC5 ~^ show me the 
SCe ^ cheapest | last TCe ^ a flight from 
SC7 ~^ e_w_r I m_c_o TCj — saint SC2 
SCs ~^ milwaukee | TC7 (saint SC2) TCs — round trip 
SCg ")• minneapolis | oakland TCg ~^ kansas city 
SCio ~^ could I can TCio ~^ show me all 
5Cii — cincinnati | memphis TCn ~> san diego 
S^C12 ~> nashville | toronto TC12 ~> san francisco 
^Oi3 ~^ dinner | lunch TC13 ~> i need 
5'C'u — fJ" I h_p rCi4 ^ list all 
5'C'i5 ~> june | march TC15 — los angeles 
^C'i6 — hi I okay TCie ~> salt lake 
Figure B.1: Induced grammar in 17 iterations with M = 5, N = 1. 
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SCo ~> layover | stopover TC4 ^ show me 
SCi ~> arrives | stops TC5 ^ flights from 
SC2 ~^ paul I petersburg TC^ ^ show me all 
SC3 ~^ numbers | times TC7 ~^ kansas city 
SC4 — december | february TCg ~> round trip 
SC5 ~^ e_w_r I m_c_o TCg ~^ saint SC2 
SCe ~^ minneapolis | oakland TCio — las vegas 
SC"j ~^ nashville | toronto | tampa | TCu ~^ los angeles 
detroit | 5Cg T C u ^ a flight from 
SCs ^ milwaukee | TCg | TCj TCu ^ list all 
SCg ~> cheapest | last T C u ~^ i need 
SCio — earliest | latest TC15 ~> san diego 
SCn ~> can | could T C u ^ salt lake city 
S C u ~^ cincinnati | memphis TCyj ~> would like 
SCi3 — dinner | lunch T Q s ^ flight from 
SCi4 — francisco | jose TC19 — salt lake 
5Ci5 — f-f I h_p TC20 — san 5Ci4 
S"Ci6 4 hi I okay | now TC21 ^ SC7 to SCh 
SCn ~^ june | march TC22 ~> to SC7 to 
SCi^ ^ eighth I fourth TC23 ^ SC7 to 
TCo — show me the TC24 ~> what is 
TCi ^ a flight TC25 — i would like 
TC2 — me the TC^% — i'd like 
TC3 — new york TC21 — to SC7 




AIRLINE_NAME DAY MONTH STOPS 
AIRPORT_NAME DAY_NAME ONE_WAY SUPERLATIVE 
CITY-NAME DIGIT PERIOD TIME_UNIT 
CLASS_NAME FROM QUERY TO 
CODE_NAME MEAL_DESCRIPTION STATE_NAME VIA 
Table C.1: 20 seeded categories. 
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AIRLINE_NAME ~^ air canada | alaska airlines | america west ... 
AiRPORT_NAME — boston a i rpor t | dulles | general mitchell ... 
CITY_NAME ~^ a t l an ta | bal t imore | boston ... 
CLASS_NAME — business class | economy | first class ... 
cODE_NAME ^ s slash | a p I a p slash ... 
DAY ^ first I second | th i rd ... 
DAY_NAME ~^ monday | tuesday | wednesday ... 
DIGIT ~> DIGIT DIGIT | one | two 丨 three ... 
FROM ^ f rom 
MEAL_DESCRlPTlON ~^ breakfast I dinner | lunch ... 
MONTH ~> january | february | march ... 
ONE_WAY — one way 
PERIOD ~> af ternoon | d inner t ime | evening ... 
QUERY — list I show I list the ... 
STATE_NAME ~> arizona | california | colorado ... 
STOPS ~^ nonstops | nonstop | one s top ... 
SUPERLATIVE ~> cheapest I closest | highest ... 
TIME-UNIT ^ 0，clock | 0 clock | hours ... 
TO ~^ to 
VIA ~> via I by way | stopover ... 
Figure C.1: Example of 20 seed categories. 
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